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This invasion
has been
particularly savage.
Rosane Garcia
page 3

66
I said,'kiln, it hasn't
been a good weekend
for us and some sonof-a-gun has to pay.'
Scott Edgar
page 8
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ETHICS BILL
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Kentucky's new ethics reform
legislation built a strong base
with the independent board it
created to investigate problems
and issue advisory opinions,
experts say. Page 3

NBA ALL-STARS
SALT LAKE CITY — There
was so much talk about Shaquille O'Neal, Larry Johnson
and the rest of the NBA's
"new order." Yet it was one
of the league's oldest, most
reliable combinations that carried the Western Conference to
a 135-132 overtime victory
over the East in the 43rd AllStar game Sunday. Page 8

FORECAST
Tonight partly cloudy. Lows
around 20. West wind 10 to 15
mph. Tuesday partly sunny.
Highs in the mid-30s.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
355.1, +0.1; below 308.1, +0.5
BARKLEY LAKE
354.8, +0.2; below 314.9, -2.4
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MISS YOUR PAPER?

Jail operating in violation of state orders
By STACEY CROOK
Counties across Kentucky are
facing the issue of jail closings
and transportation of prisoners.
Calloway County is no
exeception.
For two years, the county jail
has not been in compliance with
state and federal standards.
In September 1991 the jail was
ordered by the Department of
Corrections to shut down to a
96-hour holding facility. After
numerous appeals, the department
ruled last month Calloway must
now operate as a 12-hour holding
facility and prisoners must be
transported to compliance jails.
Jailer Pat Paschall said the
county has to decide whether to
consider the construction of a jail
that would comply with state
standards or to begin transporting
prisoners twice a day.
Presently, the jail is still operating as a full-time facility which
is in violation of an order from
the Department of Corrections.
"I want to do whatever is most
economical for the county and

LOST
PEAL
THE JAIL: VIOLATING STATE STANDARDS
(1st of a 5-part series)
the people of the county whether
it be to build a new jail or to
transport prisoners," Paschall
said.
Financially, Paschall said he
thinks the county would be better
off to begin construction on a
new jail rather than transporting.
The county has to pay other
compliance facilities $22 a day

Administration pushes HOME,LAWN & GARDEN SHOW
for quick action on jobs
WASHINGTON (AP) — The be looked at in its entirety.
The $31 billion worth of
Clinton administration says government action to create jobs is immediate public-works spending
too important to delay until Con- increases and business tax cuts
gress is ready to vote on spending proposed by President Clinton is
cuts and tax increases for deficit "as much psychological as anyreduction.
thing," Treasury Secretary Lloyd
But Republicans raised concern Bentsen said Sunday. "You have
that if the spending proposals are to get it out there right away."
But it is unlikely that Congress
passed first, the tougher budget
will be ready to vote before July
cuts may never come.
The intention of the Democrats on Clinton's big plan of spending
is "to go forward with new restraints and tax increases
spending before we go forward designed to reduce the deficit by
with the other program," com- $325 billion over four years,
plained Sen. Phil Gramm, R- Bentsen noted on ABC's "This
Texas, today on ABC's "Good Week With David Brinkley." He
Morning America" program.
suggested that throwing stimulus
Two administration officials, and deficit reduction into one bill
Education Secretary Richard would so delay the stimulus that
Riley and EPA Administrator it would have little impact on job
Carol Browner, meanwhile called creation this year.
the Clinton economic plan —
The likelihood of separate votboth spending and program cuts
— as a single package that must • TURN TO PAGE 2

STACEY CROOK/Ledger 8 Times photo

Spring-like weather briefly accompanied the Home, Lawn & Garden Show at the Murray State Expo
Center over the weekend. The show was sponsored by WBLN Radio.

Seniors say they're ready to make sacrifices
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. (AP) —
Blanche Summer is one of about
8 million senior citizens who
would be hit by President Clinton's plan to increase taxes on
some Social Security benefits.
But the retired law office manager from Brooklyn, N.Y., isn't
complaining.

"I don't think we ought to
squawk about that," she said. "I
don't mind paying."
Her reaction — like that of
nearly two dozen other retirees
interviewed in south Florida after
Clinton laid out his plan to Congress — belied the popular belief
in Washington that seniors would

fiercely resist any Social Security
changes.
A common theme in the comments of those who stopped to
talk — on the Miami Beach
boardwalk, along the walking
paths in Sunny Isles and in shops
and parking lots in Hollywood —
was that they wanted to give

MISS SPRING

"I personally am willing to
Clinton's plan a chance.
make the .sacrifice," said Irving
"The most important thing is
Chester, 67, a retired knitting facthat there is hope now where
there was none before," said
tory owner who was visiting HolDavid Weissberger, 80, who was
lywood from Short Hills, N.J.
browsing in a Lord & Taylor
The administration is proposstore in North Miami Beach. "If ing to tax 85 percent of Social
they raise me a little, I'm not
rich, but it won't hurt me."
• TURN TO PAGE 2

HEALTH CARE REFORM

School, state employees
would be in a mega-pool

OFFICE INFO

.41.2.-••••-•••-••••••••••••••••••••••-•••

Calloway County officials are
not alone in the problems they
face at the county jail.
Adjoining Marshall and Graves
counties have both been there
before.
When those jails failed to meet
state standards in the mid-1980s,
the fiscal courts decided to build
rather than pay transport costs for
their prisoners.
"At that time, we had 27 prisoners and we didn't hold juveniles or females. We had 10 prisoners already farmed out to other
jails.
"No one likes a tax increase
but the majority saw we had a
need," said Marshall County
Judge/Executive Mike Miller.
The jail was located on the

for each prisoner from Calloway. cedure and has been sentenced in
On average, the jail holds 32 circuit court.
prisoners at a time.
Paschall said the state prisonOn the other hand, if the Callo- ers who would be housed in Calway jail were in compliance with loway are generally local resistate standards, it could house dents who have committed crimes
state prisoners and be paid $22 a in the county.
day by the state, Paschall said.
They are not, he said, vicious
A state prisoner is one who has
been through the entire court pro- • TURN TO PAGE 2
• TURN TO PAGE 2

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday. or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

- •-

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Loctgor as Times Stall Writot

Calloway County's Jail has lost its appeal to state authorities, and could lose its
final appeal to remain open as a full-time facility. As soon as Franklin Circuit
Court issues the order, prisoners will not be allowed to stay in the Calloway jail
for over 12 hours before transferrance to a full-time facility. What will this mean
to the Murray-Calloway County community?

CLASSIFIEDS
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Neighbor counties
decided to build

Murray Lodger & Times Staff WM*:

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
'department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 am.-noon Saturday.

AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

JOHN P. TAYLOR/Ledger 8 Times photo

Calloway County High School senior Shari Tatlock (center) has been named Miss Spring for 1993 by
the Murray Ledger & Times. Shown with Tadock are Ledger & Times advertising personnel (clockwise from left) From Faith, Jennifer Hale, Sharon McCollagh and Mary Ann Orr.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Representatkves of state employee
groups got an early look at some
of Gov. Brereton Jones' healthcare reform package.
Employees of state government
and public school districts would
be covered by a single health
insurance policy under the governor's proposal, Jones aides told
the representatives during a meeting Friday.
Jones wants to place public
employees in an insurance
"mega-pool" that would use its
size to negotiate for better rates.
Public employees would have
their own health plan, separate
from other groups in the pool
representing private business
employees and Medicaid
recipients.
Officials plan to make more
details available to employees in
the next few weeks, according to
Robert Slaton, a University of
Louisville official who is working on the health plan.
Employee represenatives who
attended the meeting said it was
too early to react to Jones' plans

because they have not seen
details.
The state currently offers about
a dozen insurance plans, though
some policies are limited to certain regions.
One of the main questions that
needed to be cleared up, Slaton
said, was which plan would cover
public employees. Jones has said
he would not reduce state
employees' current health-care
benefits.
Slaton said state government
used to have a single health
insurance policy for all employees. He said a single plan would
be easier and less costly to*administer. He also said the costs
should be more predictable from
year to year.
Under Jones' proposal,
employers will have to provide
health insurance for employees.
Workers would be responsible for
insuring spouses and children not
already covered by insurance.
Businesses would be able to buy
a policy in the mega-pool for
about $116 a month per
employee.
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INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS • FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE

Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

We are now a participant ofREFUNDS NOW.Refunds in 1 to 3
days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan. All fees can be

deducted from the loan.

'ACRE FGHTING Fa?
'CUP UFE

American Heart
Association

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

Ross
Insurance
Agency
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For 1 our Con%cnienee Now Otters

UPS Pick-Up
t)aiINlonda - Friday
Ship %1eekl & Save monty

1111

x p.m.

Sat. 9 j.171.- 7 p.m.
IN% mph. Plaza

PS

sun
753-23110
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lease join us in honoring
T.C. Hargrove
for his years of service to the Callaway County
School System. A reception will be held from
5:00-6:00 p.m. on Thursday, February 25, 1993, at
the North Calloway Elementary School Cafeteria.
The public is invited and encouraged to attend.

•
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1988 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

FROM PAGE 1
second floor of the courthouse.
Miller said there was no way they
could meet any of the state standards which include recreational
and medical rooms.
"New jails and landfills are
high dollar issues. Federal and
state regulations make them so
expensive. It all comes down to
dollars.
"Building a new jail was not
something we wanted to do but
everyone wants a secure place for
people who break the law," he
said.
Miller said Marshall County
raised the occupational tax to 1
cent and bonded to build the $3
million facility, which will be
paid for in seven years. The jail
opened in March 1992 after two
years of construction.
"The Jail Bonding Authority
says it's broke and every time I
call them they say, 'Judge, you're
on the list to recoup some of that
money you've spent,— said
Miller.
Miller said an educational
program was launched that
included radio talk shows, public
meetings and newspaper stories.
"The jail we were going to
build was not the old jail that our
people knew. It is hard for them
to understand the new
regulations.
"The thing that is so hard is —
do we have to build them a playhouse? Many times our prisoners
are treated better and live better
than some of our senior citizens,"
he said.
After receiving a grant of

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Pwr. seats, pwr. windows, pwr. locks, cassette w/eq., tilt,
cruise.

Purdom Motors, Inc.
Oldsmobile • Pontiac • Buick • Cadillac
1300 Hwy. 121 Bypass
753-5315

Super
Senior Citizens
Breakfast Bar

INFORMATION WANTED ON BURGLARY
Crime Stoppers of Murray and Calloway County is offering a $100

cash

reward for information that leads to the wrest of the person or persons
involved in the burglary of the Petro truck stop on U.S. 641 N. Entry was
gained by knocking out a back window. A safe containing a large amount of
cash and checks was taken.The burglary took place sometime dunng the
early morning hours Monday. Anyone who has information about this crime
can call Crime Stoppers at 753-9500 and remain anonymous.

MAN ARRESTED FOR DUI

According to reports from the Murray Police Department, Frankie D. Allen,
22, 5516 Franklin Hall, was arrested at 3:35 a.m. Feb. 21 and charged with
DUI, no operator's license and reckless driving.

CONVENIENCE STORE ROBBED

According to the Calloway County Sheriff's Department, employees of the
Hazel C-Mart reported nine to 12 people described as Romanian gypsies
came into the store on Feb. 18 and one robbed the store of $1,200 in cash
while the others kept the clerk busy. The incident is under investigation.

MAN ARRESTED FOR THEFT

James Crittendon, 39, New Concord, was arrested Feb. 20 for the theft of a
cook stove, owned by Don Robinson, from an apartment in Hazel. Crittendon was charged with theft by unlawful taking over $300. He was placed in
the Calloway County Jail in lieu of $500 cash bond.

STEREO EQUIPMENT STOLEN

Tracy Littlefield, North Fourth Street, reported sometime Feb. 20, someone
took stereo equipment from her vehicle while it was parked at 304 N. Fourth
St., according to police reports.

PURSE STOLEN FROM UNLOCKED CAR

Donna Lee reported that between 1 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. Feb. 20. someone
stole her purse from her unlocked car parked at 506 S. 11th St. Kelly Hesterson and Corey Wigginton, whose vehicles were parked at the same location, also reported small amounts of change taken from their cars.

JUVENILES ARRESTED FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
According to the

III Neighbor counties..•

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

9 a.m.641 N..

have to be sterile.
If the jailer has to strip-search
a male prisoner, it is presently
done in the visitation area.
Mandates require that jails
have a sallyport as a security
measure. A sallyport is a holding
area similar to a garage for a car
transporting a prisoner. When the
car is inside, a door closes and
the prisoner is already inside the
jail.
Presently, prisoners brought to
the jail are taken out of the car
from the street and walked up to
the jail.
Paschall said the jail is in violation of several other orders
from the Department of Corrections and with the present facility
there is no way to comply.
Separate rooms are mandated
for booking and conferences, as
well as separate public and service entrances.
Although some of the requirements may seem excessive, Paschall said counties have no
choice but to comply or shut
down.

11111111t7

6th & Main
753-0489

m.1

FROM PAGE 1
criminals from across the
Commonwealth.
Prisoners who are incarcerated
for such crimes as murder or rape
are put in facilities such as the
Kentucky State Penitentiary at
Eddyville.
The changes necessary for
state compliance are not a matter
of choice, Paschall said. Counties
have to make the changes if they
are to operate on a full-time
basis.
"We're not wanting a Holiday
Inn," Paschall said. "We're trying
to comply with state standards."
For example, the state requires
a recreational area. Paschall said
that does not mean a gym or
arcade. It could be a room with a
card table or basketball goal.
Prisoners have to have a place
where they can move freely, he
said.
Also, the state requires jails to
have a medical examining room.
The room does not have to be as
elaborate as a doctor's office.
However, Paschall said, it does

aturday Pick 3
8-2-4
Lotto
7-8-10-17-31-40
Sunday Pick 3
9-0-2
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EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
V American Heart Association

S700,000, Graves County did not
have to raise taxes to build its
$1.8 million jail.
"Our jail was built in the
1930s, so there was no way we
were ever going to be in compliance with the state regulations.
By the time they had reduced us
to a 12-hour holding facility, you
don't have much of a jail left,"
said Graves County Judge/
Executive Tony Smith.
Smith said they had "prisoners
scattered all over western
Kentucky."
Caldwell County was often the
closest jail they could find to
hold prisoners.
"That's an hour of good, hard
driving both ways. Besides the
initial arrest, we had to take them
back and forth for court dates. It
was a terrible ordeal," Smith
said.
In 1985, Graves County averaged 20 prisoners a month. By
the time the jail was reduced to a
96-hour holding facility, an average of 30 prisoners were being
held.
"The public seems to have
been supportive of the new jail.
You can spend $300,000 quickly
paying money to other counties
to hold prisoners."
Smith noted that there is also
liability involved when transporting priosners.
The 60-bed facility was completed in 1990.
"Transporting wouldn't be so
bad if we knew there was a jail
available nearby. Those long distances make it nightmare," ,he
said.

Murray Police Department, four juveniles were taken into
custody by Murray police and charged with volatile substance abuse and
possession of alcohol by a minor. The four were alleged to be "hutting" paint
and drinking an alcohlic beverage called "hooch. They were released to
their parents.

MAN ARRESTED FOR DUI, OTHER CHARGES

According to the Murray Police Department, Michael Orand, Rt. 3 Murray,
was arrested Feb. 20 and charged with DUI, no automobile insurance and
driving on a revoked operator's license. Orand was later charged with harassing communications and terroristic threatening.

Irish nurse, at least seven Somalis
killed as fighting flares in Kismayu
MOGADISHU,Somalia (AP) — Fighting between rival factions
today killed at least seven Somalis in the southern port of Kismayu,
and gunmen shot and killed an Irish nurse in a roadside ambush
near the capital, military officials said.
The Kismayu fighting was the most serious in Somalia in weeks.
It came a day before U.S. forces were to transfer command of the
security operation in Kismayu to Belgian troops and start to head
home.
The transfer of command, scheduled for Tuesday, and the departure of the U.S. troops were postponed.
Marine Col. Fred Peck, the U.S. military spokesman, said the
fighting began before dawn and ended five hours later, with seven
Somalis killed and 21 wounded. He said U.S. and Belgian troops
were not involved.
Peck said an overnight curfew would be imposed, and that the
U.S. troops' departure would be delayed a day or two.
Valerie Place, 23, a nurse for the Irish relief agency Concern,
was shot to death in an attack on her vehicle outside Afgoi, about
30 miles north of Mogadishu, the Somali capital, Peck said.
Officials at the Concern residence in Mogadishu said Miss Place
was finishing her assignment in the capital and was to begin work
Tuesday in Baidoa, to the northwest.
They said the vehicle she was riding in came under attack from
at least 10 Somali gunmen, and that an armed guard was injured in
the nose.
Earlier today, Miss Place had been present when heavyweight
boxing champion Riddick Bowe toured a Concern feeding center in
Mogadishu. She showed Bowe a classroom and introduced him to a
I3-year-old girl, to whom he gave his cap.

•Seniors say...

I Administration...
FROM PAGE 1
es has Republicans predicting
that the Democratic-controlled
Congress will easily pass the stimulus program and then — once
all the "goodies" have been
stripped off — find it much harder to cut the deficit.
"Then, they'll vote against the
bitter medicine, by my view,"
Senate Republican Leader Bob
Dole of Kansas said Sunday on
the ABC program.
"You know what'll happen" if
the easy votes come first, Sen.
Trent Lott, R -Miss., said on
CNN's "Newsmaker Sunday."
"It's the same old deal."
He said a good first step toward reducing the deficit would be
to drop the stimulus program,
since the economy already is
growing.

FROM PAGE 1
urity. Republicans got burned
Security benefits for eolizles
when they supported freezing
earning more than $32,000 al*, Social Security cost-of-living
for single individuals earning \ increases in 1985 — a proposal
S25,000. Since 1983, 50 percent
that passed the Senate but then
of benefits in those categories
died.
have been taxed.
Dawn Kelly-Duncan, a spokesThe increase, if adopted by
woman for the American AssociCongress, would add $75 to the
ation of Retired Persons, with 34
yearly tax bill of an elderly coumillion members, said her group
ple earning $34,000, according to opposes any tax increases on
Citizens for Tax Justice, a Social Security benefits but has
research group in Washington. not yet decided whether it will
On a couple's income of $75,000, fight the Clinton proposal.
the extra tax bite would be $980.
Told of the comments of
seniors interviewed for this story,
People interviewed in Florida
Ms. Kelly-Duncan said their willhadn't yet calculated what the
change would mean for them, but ingness to accept the increase
they well understood that it
was not surprising.
meant they'd be giving more
"We believe that older people
money to the government.
realize that a sacrifice must be
made," she said. "They don't
Joseph Chimino, a retired
mind paying their fair share as
supermarket owner from Brooklong as everyone is paying their
lyn, N.Y., said higher taxes
fair share."
would add to the burden he
Ms. Kelly-Duncan said her
already carries from ever-rising
organization had not yet conprices at the grocery store and
pharmacy.
ducted opinion surveys of people
"I can't accept it," he said. "I
whose incomes would be affected
can't afford it."
by the Social Security tax rise.
That's the kind of reluctance The group's board of directors
that Washington policymakers will meet Feb. 26 to consider
and lawmakers have come to whether to stick to the existing
expect whenever someone sug- policy of opposing any tax
gests tinkering with Social Sec- increases on benefits, she said.
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$2.49
Tuesday-6-11 a.m.
Available for Persons 60 or Older
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NO MERE RANCH
This three level home will delight and surprise you with its large
living spaces. Large walk-out basement with fireplace warmed den,
abundant storage areas and garage offer bonus space. Upper levels
features large kitchen,living room,four bedrooms,2 baths and good
storage space. Recent upgrades include a brand new gas pack, new
dishwasher, paint and wallpaper. See it today! $97,600. MLS 4619

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main tit.
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SAN JOSE, Calif. — Tailoring his sales pitch at every stop, President Clinton is taking his campaign-style road show to the recession-weary West
Coast, promising high-wage, high-tech jobs and a stern resolve toward Europe's aircraft industry. Today he takes his wares to a high-tech graphics
company in California's Silicon Valley then to Washington State for an
address to employees of Boeing, which just announced plans to lay off
23,000 workers. Vice President Al Gore Jr. joined Clinton here Sunday
evening. The two-day trip began with a rally at Santa Monica College, where
he outlined his economic plan to a boisterous crowd. "I plead with you to
communicate with members of the House and Senate that you understand
that you can't just have the sweet parts of this program, you've got to have
the -tough parts, too," Clinton said.

ONE TAX INCREASE MAY NOT BE ENOUGH
WASHINGTON— One tax increase this year may not be enough. After outlining billions of dollars of tax hikes last week to reduce the deficit and revitalize the economy, President Clinton may ask Americans this spring to dip
into their pockets to overhaul the nation's medical-care system. The possibility is strong enough that White House Budget Director Leon Panetta acknowledges publicly that specific taxes — on tobacco and alcohol — are
among the likely targets. Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen stops a bit
short, saying only that "they will remain an option on the table."

SOUTHERN TORNADOES CLAIM TWO LIVES
An intense storm system moving across the South spawned several tornadoes blamed for at least two deaths. In the Rockies, five skiers were missing today while avalanches and blinding snow blocked highways, stranding
hundreds of travelers. At least half a dozen twisters touched down Sunday
in eastern Tennessee, including one in Lenoir City that killed 'an elderly
woman and injured nearly 100 people. "Houses have been leveled.
Businesses have been leveled," said Loudon County Sheriff Tim Guider.
"All power is out to the city." Ten people were injured by another tornado
that hit nearby Tellico Plains, Tenn. Across the region, dozens of homes
were damaged or destroyed, and thousands of people remained without
electricity today, authorities said.

SMOKING MAY RAISE LEUKEMIA RISK
NEW YORK — Cigarette smoking may raise a person's risk of leukemia by
30 percent and cause about 14 percent of the nation's adult leukemia
cases, scientists reported today. That would mean perhaps 3,600 cases a
year, said researchers who pooled results from 15 studies that included
more than 4.5 million people. The estimated 30 percent increase is relatively
small. A longtime smoker runs about a 1,000 percent increase in risk of lung
cancer, for example. Still, the leukemia link "gives you one other good reason not to smoke," said study co-author Ross Brownson, director of chronic
disease prevention at the Missouri Department of Health in Columbia.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's new ethics reform
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The Reliable Drugs Senior Savings card entities everyone 60 years of age Of older to receive an incredible 10% OFF EVERYTHING you bey at Reliable Drag Stores
Mery Wednesday. That's In addition Is Der already low prim. AM remember, Senior Citizens save 11% EVERYDAY on prescriptions.•• Yee can cave:

ITS TIME FOR A CHANGE;
ITS TIME FOR RESULTS!

*10% OFF ALL NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE *10% OFF ALL REUABLE BRAND MERCHANDISE
*ADDITIONAL 10% OFF ALL SALE MERCHANDISE *10% OFF ALL BONUS BUY MERCHANDISE
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Kentucky acted at all speaks volumes — and will have an effect.

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD ON ANY PRESCRIPTION!

HYDE PARK, N.Y. — She was poised, energetic, intelligent and a partner in
the presidency with her husband. More than 50 years before Hillary Rodham
Clinton took the White House by storm, Anna Eleanor Roosevelt transformed America's concept of a first lady. Mrs. Clinton appeared at a benefit
Sunday to raise funds for a new Eleanor Roosevelt monument in New York
City, and help to repay a debt that historians and scholars say she owes to
Mrs. Roosevelt. "Eleanor took the heat and Hillary Clinton is taking her own
heat," said Patricia Duane Lichtenberg, executive director of the Eleanor
Roosevelt Center at Val-Kill, Mrs. Roosevelt's home and a national historic
site in Hyde Park.

lAstriq Ledger a Tunes POPS 30•4001

mission has issued opinions that
led to reasonable interpretations.
But aside from South Carolina,
few other states have been willing to try it. Kentucky's law,
which relies on disclosure, is
closer to the norm, said Jane Barcolt of the Legislative Ethics
Committee in New York.
Rosenthal, who was in Kentucky for part of the legislative
session, advocated a stronger limit on freebies from lobbyists than
Kentucky finally passed. But he
said last week that the fact that

Eyeglass
Extravaganza!

Rely on the RelyX- Computer System for:
•DRUG INTERACRON CHECKS *SPEEDY REFILLS
•DRUG ALLERGY CHECKS
*DRUG & PATENT PRORLES
•COMPLETE RECORDS FOR TAX & INSURANCE PURPOSES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE GUARANTEED!

:

HILLARY ACKNOWLEDGES DEBT TO ELEANOR

East Main St.
753-4461

Even though House members
in Kentucky favored an outright
ban, they weren't willing to fight
for it if that meant accepting a
strict limit on contributions from
political action committees
favored by the Senate — and
that's what it meant.
The Senate did not want a
spending ban on meals and
drinks, citing concern that lawmakers could make inadvertent
mistakes.
Judd says Wisconsin's "no cup
of coffee" rule has not been a
problem for legislators, partly
because the state's ethics com-

Thi

RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil — Thousands of gold miners have moved onto the
Yanomami Indian reservation in defiance of a government ban, posing the
greatest danger so far to the world's largest Stone Age tribe. Government
officials estimate 11,000 prospectors have invaded Yanomami land since
June, when surveyors finished marking out the reservation in the Amazon
rain forest on Brazil's remote northwestern frontier with Venezuela. In addition to wreaking environmental havoc, the wildcat miners carry diseases that
can be deadly to the 20,000 Yanomami who live on both sides of the border.
"This invasion has been particularly savage," said Rosane Garcia, a
spokeswoman for the government's National Indian Foundation, known as
FUNAI. "The miners are angrier than ever and are reoccupying the area at
gunpoint."

ST. MARTIN VILLE, La. — Cross a fraternity barbecue with a country jamboree, dub the whole thing in a French twang and you have "Grand Boucherie" — Mardi Gras in the Cajun heartland. The rural answer to the extravagance of New Orleans, "Grand Boucherie" in St. Martinville abandons the
gaudy purple, green and gold for plaid and hunter's orange. And the slaughtering of the pig — "boucherie" comes from the French word for "butcher"
— is a brutally vivid contrast to the city's pre-Lenten spectacle of masks and
beads. "When they kill hogs and gut 'em in front of you, you know it's pretty
real," said Bill Dobbs of Louisville. The annual pork pigout, held Sunday, is
bigger than the Fourth of July in a town where many of the 8,200 or so
residents work sewing underwear for Fruit of the Loom.

in the nation.
Nevertheless, South Carolina
and Wisconsin — two of the
states with strong legislative ethics laws — have gone further in
limiting lobbyists and gifts to
legislators than Kentucky has.
South Carolina's ethics bill followed a federal sting that claimed
16 lawmakers in 1990 and 1991.
South Carolina and Wisconsin
have outright bans on the wining
and dining of legislators by lobbyists and their employers. There
is no such prohibition for Kentucky legislators, although lobbyists and their employers must
disclose all spending and limit it
to $100 per legislator per year.
With more than 370 registered
lobbyists and 138 legislators, the
Kentucky law still allows a lot of
wining and dining. Moreover,
some authorities are dubious
about the effect of spending limits, or limits on "gifts," which
are fairly common around the
country.
"1 think there's reason to
believe that sometimes those ceilings become floors," said Roth
Judd, executive director of the
Wisconsin Ethics Board.

legislation built a strong base
with the independent board it
created to investigate problems
and issue advisory opinions,
experts say.
"I think it's a very solid
beginning," said Joyce Bullock,
staff director of the Council on
Governmental Ethics Laws for
the Council of State Governments
in Lexington.
Some parts of the Kentucky
law are strong, while others are
standard, she said. "If other
states borrow from Kentucky, I
think they'll borrow from the
commission makeup," Bullock
said.
"That isn't a standard feature"
in other states, said Alan Rosenthal of Rutgers University, who is
writing a book on legislative ethics and advised Kentucky
lawmakers.
As the Kentucky House and
Senate negotiated their ethics bill
last week — in the wake of a federal sting that has led to the convictions of seven former legislators and a lobbyist — Democratic
leaders proclaimed it the toughest
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Washington Today

Senators keep eye on 1994
By STEVEN KOMAROW
Associated Press News Analysis

WASHINGTON — In the Senate, the complexity of President Clinton's economic package boils down to two numbers: 22 and 12.
Of 34 Senate seats before the voters in this two-year election cycle,
22 belong to the Democrats and only 12 are Republican. And since
the Democrats control the Senate by only a 57 to 43 majority, they are
in anything but a risk-taking mood.
And any plan as big as Clinton's is a risk.
The tax increases are so broad, and the spending cuts so disparate,
that any senator could find a reason to vote against the program. Voting "no" is almost always a safer vote than voting yes.
Well aware of this, Clinton is selling his package as a balanced
whole, the ticket for economic revival of a nation headed toward
second-class status. But Clinton never has to take votes on individual
aspects of his plan — senators do.
Senate Democratic leaders charged with shepherding the Clinton
plan through Congress know that they will be tested time and again by
Republicans who will try to pick it apart with an unending stream of
individual votes on such items as Social Security taxes and porkbarrel cuts.
They can let it get picked, but not apart.
Already, with only an outline of the plan at their disposal, at least
three Senate Democrats with tough elections ahead — Don Reigle of
Michigan, Bob Krueger of Texas and Dennis DeConcini of Arizona —
have been noticeably cool toward it.
Combined with some leading party conservatives, such as J. James
Exon of Nebraska and David Boren of Oklahoma, who said last week
they wanted changes to ensure the package doesn't turn into all taxes
and no spending cuts, it wouldn't take long before the new president
faces trouble.
It will take gentle compromise to get the plan through without
plowing it under.
In advance of the voting, Republicans are sowing dissent.
Senate Minority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan., reminds anyone who'll
listen that Republicans took the tough vote in 1985 on a budget plan
that included Social Security cuts — and they lost control of the
Senate the following year.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, had declared that the 1994 elections
will be a referendum on Clinton's plan.
Actually, the "referendum" could come much sooner. Krueger, the
senator appointed to the seat of now-Treasury Secretary Lloyd Bentsen, faces a special election on May 1. There's a strong Republican
field lining up, not to mention one or two Democratic rivals.
"I don't think that we can overplay how concerned we are about
it," said Don Foley, executive director of the Democratic Senatorial
Campaign Committee.
"I view the Krueger race the same way I viewed the Wofford race
in 1991," he said, referring to the special election in which Democratic appointee Harris Wofford of Pennsylvania won his term. "It's the
scene-setter. It will tell us a lot about the view of the country."
"It remains to be seen whether control of the Senate is at stake...
(but) a few losses and we could easily be in danger of losing the
Senate," he said.
Clinton needs to convince the country, and lawmakers, that voting
against his plan is something that could be held against them. That
any other vote is a vote to do nothing, and that nothing is worse than
something.
The Senate will be a good barometer of his success.

Mudslinging begins again
Just when I thought all the
political mud-slinging was over, I
realized the May primary is just
around the corner.
These past few months have
been so nice. I haven't seen one
TV ad with some politician with
a bad make-up job shaking hands
in a retirement home or kissing
strange babies at picnics.
I haven't sat through numerous
debates, then the debate about the
debate.
I have really enjoyed watching
stupid sitcoms that are interrupted by toothpaste
commercials.
Here we go again. With only
two months before we venture
back to the voting booths, it's
definitely time for jaws to start
flapping.
I'm not going to say it is
wrong to speak your mind about
a candidate for public office. 1 do
it all the time.
Heck, I love telling everybody
else what I think.
I feel it is my civic duty to critique those in public office. Why
do you think we have elections?
It is the little people who have
to work hard to keep elected officials honest, semi-honest — okay
we at least try to keep them on
their toes.
However, I have enough guts

to voice my opinions in public
rather than slink around in the
middle of the night and leave
unsigned messages on businesses
and bridges.
When I see obscene or crude
messages in public places or on
signs, I wonder "who is the
spineless wienie who wrote
that?"
I also find it amusing that most
of those messages have at least
one misspelling or grammatical
error. Hmmm, what does that say
about the author?
Thanks to our grand ol' U.S.
Constitution, if I think a public
official is a worthless waste of
space, it is my constitutional
right to say so.
The First Amendment in the
Bill of Rights guarantees all of us
freedom of speech as well as
religion, the press and the right
of assembly and petition.
So, unless what I say about
someone is an outright malicious

lie, I can proudly wrap myself in
Old Glory and tell the world.
It seems to me, if a person has
an opinion, then he/she should be
man or woman enough to yell it
from the rooftop rather than paint
it on the property of innocent
owners.
Give me a break. Most of the
people I know will tell me if they
don't like one of my stories.
They don't leave me nasty
unsigned notes on mj, car and
they certainly don't paint it on
the side of my office.
If someone tells me I am the
most unintelligent reporter who
ever had her name in print, I may
not like it but I'll give that person credit for having the courage
to say it to my face.
Why go out and vandalize
public and private property?
If you think a thick coat of
cow manure would do more for
the community than what a publ-

ic official is doing, write that person a letter and sign it.
If you think three-day-old
roadkill is more qualified for an
office than the candidate, tell that
person or lead a campaign against
him/her.
Some people think my
approach won't work. But, if
memory serves, Ross Perot did
just that.
I know Mr. Perot isn't warming the chair in the Oval Office,
but he didn't like the candidates
and he shook things up.
America came out of its comatose state and said "hey, I don't
really like the way government is
screwing up my life!"
I give Mr. Perot credit for that
refreshing wake-up call.
If he hadn't taken a public
stand, perhaps the U.S. wouldn't
have had the highest voter turnout in 20 years.
Granted, the economy is terrible and our domestic policy was
deteriorating at an unprecedented
rate. But what's new?
If one man can put a shot of
adrenaline into the whole country
by standing up and voicing his
opinions, surely your opinion,
when expressed publicly, can do
the same in one little county.
Only cowards voice their opinions anonymously.

World Editorial Roundup
The Courier-Journal, Louisville:
The image of art auctioneers swarming over Kentucky waiting to
feast on the state's misfortune brings to mind Audubon's birds of
prey. Those vultures deserve a fight.
At stake is a collection of work by John James Audubon, who spent
much of his life in Kentucky, which has been leased by the state since
1938 for a tiny sum even though the collection is worth perhaps $5
million. The work, known as the Leonard Sanford Tyler collection, is
on display at the Audubon State Park museum in Henderson. Among
the paintings is an oil of the American bald eagle as well as several
water colors.
Kentucky is in danger of losing the collection because the painter's
great-great-great-granddaughters are saddled with steep inheritance
taxes that must be paid in May. They say that selling the collection is
their only option. That prospect has art auctioneers throughout the
country hungrily eyeing prey in Kentucky.
If the collection leaves Kentucky, the state would lose an important
link with its history. Furthermore, the Henderson museum's $2.2 million renovation project, which is nearing completion, would be undercut by the loss.
Even though none of the heirs lives in Kentucky, they want the collection to remain here, and that certainly speaks well for them. Making it possible almost certainly will hinge on the development of an
innovative public and private partnership. State tourism officials,
museum supporters and the Friends of Audubon are working to hold
on to the collection. Their efforts deserve Kentuckians' wholehearted
support.

Attention Washington!
To contact your elected officials in Washington:
U.S. REP. TOM BARU)W
1408 Longworth Office Building/Washington D.C. 20515
Phone: (Paducah office) 444-7216 cw 1-800-372-7181
(Washington office) 202-225-3115
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building/Washington D.C. 20510
Phone: (Owensboro office) 685-5158
(Washington office) 202-224-4343
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building/Washington D.C. 20510
Phone: (Paducah office) 442-4554
(Washington office) 202-224-2541

Ethics legislation a misnomer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The legislative ethics bill passed
last week by the General
Assembly probably was misnamed. Particularly if it implies
that ethics can be legislated.
The bill imposes a legal limit
on what lobbyists can spend on
entertainment of legislators. It
amends — again — the oftenamended limits on what individuals can give to candidates
anonymously or to political
action committees under any
conditions.
It also imposes a cap, of sorts,
on what PACs can contribute to
legislative candidates. Never
mind that the cap is large enough
to preserve the status quo for
most.
But the new law will not,
regardless of its name, instill
ethics.
It may strike some as doing the
opposite: Inviting voters to send
the corrupt among them to Frankfort, with the promise that their
corruption, like some medical
condition, will be kept under
control.
The most talked-about feature
of the legislation would prohibit
a lobbyist or lobbying group to
spend more than $100 a year on
meals and drinks for any single
legislator.

More than 400 lobbyists were
registered for the 1992 General
Assembly. This is a limit?
The General Assembly has a
significant image problem at the
moment, and it was nurtured by
the "freebie" culture in
Frankfort.
Six former legislators pleaded
guilty to bribery and related
charges in the last 10 months,

and two incumbents await trial.
Yet there were indignant
speeches during the ethics session
about how it was unnecessary,
unjustified and brought about solely by editorial crusading.
The House proposed a total
ban on lobbyist "freebies" —
hardly a hardship, since legislators are given a generous allowance for their room and board.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be publislic.4). Letters should be
typewritten and double-spaced if possible and should be on topics of
general interest. Letters must not be more than SOO words. The Murray
Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter and
to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

The Senate insisted on the
$100-a-year rule, reasoning that a
legislative candidate could innocently accept a free meal from
someone he didn't know to be a
lobbyist.
The Senate language also
requires lobbyists to account for
every dime in regular reports that
will be public record. That alone
should have some restraining
effect on lawmakers.
But no one suggests that this
law, or any other, cannot be circumvented by someone bent on
doing so.
"We can write a 400-page ethics bill," House Speaker Joe
Clarke said, "but it won't make
people honest.
"The only way to have an honest legislature is to elect honest
legislators."
Unfmished business: The General Assembly's special session
last week ended with a solemn
promise by some prominent
Democrats to do something in
1994 about the campaign-finance
law for gubernatorial slates.
The law on qualifying for
public matching campaign money
was rigged against Republicans.
That will become obvious in
1995, the next gubernatorial election year, if the promise of
change is forgotten.
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Hargrove will be honored

JO'S DATEBOOK

A reception honoring T.C. Hargrove for his years service to the
Calloway County School System will be Thursday, Feb. 25, from 5 to
6 p.m. at North Calloway Elementary School.
This will be a come and go reception. Hargrove has served as a
member of the Calloway County Board of Education for several years.
The public is invited to attend this special event, according to a
member of North Calloway Parent-Teacher Organization.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A class on Discipline will be offered at Family Resource Center
beginning tonight (Monday) from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at East Calloway
Elementary School. The class, five sessions, is free of charge and free
childcare will be provided. Additional sessions will be held March 1,
18, 15 and 22. Presenters for these classes will include Joy Waldrop,
Judy Barber, Melisa Stark, Joan Lovett and Beth Durbin. For information or to make reservations, call Family Resource Center Office at
753-3070. Also the Budget Class will continue on Tuesday, Feb. 23,
from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. with additional sessions on March 2. 9 and 16.

Carter takes mission trip

Kirksey Baptists plan revival
Kirksey Baptist Church will have revival services starting Wednesday,
Feb. 24, and continuing through Friday, Feb. 26. The Rev. Bob Swift will be
the speaker for the services at 7 p.m. each evening. The Rev. Van Russell,
pastor, invites the public to attend the services.

Pancake supper at Episcopal Church
St. John's Episcopal Church will serve a Shrove Tuesday Pancake Supper in the parish hall of the church from 5 to 7 p.m. on Tuesday, Feb. 23.
This old English tradition comes from the custom of using up all fats, eggs
and other animal products before the beginning of the Lenten fast. It takes
its name from the 'shriving' or confessing of sins expected of the faithful on
this day. Sacramental confession will be available throughout the day.

Special classes scheduled
Special classes have been planned at Micro-Age Computer Center.
Microsoft Works will be from 6 to 8 p.m. on Feb. 23 and 25. Introduction to
Computers will be from 6 to 9 p.m. on Feb. 24. For information call
753-7733.

YAG work meeting on Tuesday

Mr. and Mrs. fames A. Baker

Choate and Baker vows
said in church ceremony

Playhouse in the Park has announced a work call for members of the
Young Actors' Guild to fold and label the Cal!board. YAGGIES are asked to
be at the Playhouse with $2 for pizza on Tuesday, Feb. 23, from 6 to 8 p.m.
Hours worked will be counted toward membership requirements.

Cindy L. Choate and James A. Baker were married on Sunday, Feb.
14.
The vows were said at 6:30 p.m. at The Swedenborgian Church,
Montgomery, Ohio. The Rev. Norm Haag officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Jack G. and Mary Rose Choate of Barbourville, Ky.
The groom is the son of Jim and Bettye Conner of Benton.
The new Mrs. Baker is a graduate of the University of Kentucky
and will complete a M.B.A. this year at Northern Kentucky University. She will be attending Chase Law School this fall.
Mr. Baker is a graduate of Marshall County High School. He is now
attending Northern Kentucky University and works at Century Motors,
Montgomery, Ohio.
The couple is now residing at 1423 Grey Stable Lane, Highland
Heights, Ky. 41076.

Bridge play at club on Wednesday
Murray Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, Feb. 24, at 9:30
a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris at 753-8584.
CCMS

Council meeting Wednesday

Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making Council will
meet Wednesday, Feb. 24, at 3:15 p.m. at the school. This meeting was
cancelled on Feb. 16 because of weather conditions. Items on the agenda
include budget, design team assignments, election for SBDM council members for 1993-94 and increasing parental participation in elections. Marilyn
Willis, CCMS principal, encourages all interested persons to attend this
meeting.

Friendship Bible Classes planned
Friendship Bible Classes of Murray Christian Women's Club will start this
week, according to Mary Ann Pavlick. A class on 'Ruth' will start Thursday,
Feb. 25, from 9:30 to 11 a.m, at the home of Joy Meade's home on Sixth
Street. These sessions will continue for eight weeks. A class on 'Philippians' will start Wednesday, Feb. 24, from 9:30 to 11 a.m. at the home of
Martha White, 800 Sunny Lane, Murray. This will be for two sessions. For
more information call Mrs. Pavlick at 753-2807.

Overeaters Anonymous Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anounymous will meet Wednesday, Feb. 24, at 5:15
p.m. at Ellis Community,630 Ellis Dr. This is open to all interested persons.
OA is a fellowship pf men and women from all walks of life who meet in
order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only
requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is
patterned after Alocholics Anonymous program. There are no dues, no fees,
no weigh-ins and no diets.

Singles (SOS) to meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Feb. 23, at 7
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. "Mr. & Ms.
Fix-It" will be subject of the discussion to be led by Tom LeClair° and Daytha Outland. They will lead a discussion on methods and details concerning
'how to fix whatever is broke.' All singles should plan to share ideas and
tips they have as well. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and
social group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638.

Douthitt will help seniors,y's
Louis Douthitt, a retired accountant, will again this year offer his services
free to senior citizens and disabled persons in preparing their income tax
returns. He will be at Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
each Tuesday through Tuesday, April 13. This is a free service. For an
appointment call the church office at 753-3714.

North Calloway games Tuesday
North Calloway Elementary School Parent-Teacher Organization will
sponsor basketball for grades Kindergarten through Third Grade on Tuesday, Feb. 23. The time will be 6 to 7:30 p.m. each Tuesday. Admission will
be $1 per person. All players and children, third grade and under, will be
admitted free. Concessions will be sold each night. Also Laker cups and
shakers will also be for sale. The public is invited to attend. 'Come to support your school and have a great time,' a PTO member said.

Need Line pantry items needed
Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, said items were needed
for the food pantry to fill needs for food by clients. Items especially needed
are dry beans, powdered milk, peanut butter and instant potatoes. Any other
food items are also appreciated, Gentry said. The Need Line office, located
on the bottom floor of Weaks Community Center, is open from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Ladies' Night Out on Tuesday
Ladies' Night Out at Murray Country Club will be Tuesday, Feb. 23. A
social hour will be from 6 to 7 p.m. Dinner at a cost of $5.50 per person will
be served at 7 p.m. The menu will be chicken broccoli stroganoff, salad, roll
and dessert. Games will follow the meal. Reservations should be made by
Monday, Feb. 22, by calling 753-6113.

Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday
Alzheimer's Support Group Meeting will be Tuesday, Feb. 23, at 4:30
p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale, 762-1100, or Joretta Randolph, 753-5561.

Benefit Card Party on March 4
Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club will host its Annual Benefit
Luncheon and Card Party on Thursday, March 4, at noon at the club house
on Vine and South Seventh Streets. Monies from this club project go toward
a Murray State University Agriculture Scholarship Fund. A buffet lunch with
coffee, tea and dessert will be served. An afternoon punch will be served.
Prizes will be given away and bridge, canasta and pinochle are usually played. Tickets may be purchased by calling Gloria McLaughlin at 753-5338 or
Louise Baker at 753-2409.

Bingo games Tuesday
Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Feb
23, at 7 p.m. at the'flew K/C Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

op--.••.•••••••••••••

Leigh Ann Carter of Murray
recently did volunteer service in
Honduras in Central America for
the Foreign Mission Board of the
Southern Baptist Convention.
Miss Carter, daughter of Gerald and Mary Ann Carter of Murray, is a student at Union University, Jackson, Tenn., where she is
majoring in Spanish and Chemistry. She attended Murray High
School.
The Baptist Medical and Dental Mission International Team
she went with was composed of
50 people which included: Dr.
Hyran E. Barefoot, president of
"nion University; Dr. Cynthia
ne, Spanish teacher; preachers, medical doctors and dentists
from the Jackson area; and Union
University students who were
Spanish and pre-med majors.
Leigh Ann served as an interpretor for the doctors during the
eight-day medical mission trip.
The team took medical and
pharmaceutical supplies as well
as clothing and shoes to the people who live in and near Reitoca,
Honduras.
During the 90 degree and 102
degree days, the group conducted
the medical clinic in a school
building. In the evenings they led
in worship services in a large
tent.
The Kirksey Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene where
Leigh Ann's grandfather, the
Rev. Ercel Carter is the pastor,

CALENDAR
Monday, Feb. 22
Singles Too/7 p.m./Louie's Steak
House, Murray. Info/Sandy,
753-0817 or Wynnona, 753-7845.

Tuesday, Feb. 23
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.

Murray Kennel Club/7
p.m./Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.

Business After Hours/4:30-6
p.m./Family Resource Center,
East Elementary School.

Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p.m./First Christian Church.

Local EmergencyPlanning
Committee/4 p.m./George
Weaks Community Center.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer
Fire Department/6:30 p.m./Water
Valley Community Center.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American
Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Murray State University Lady
Racers play 5:15 p.m. and Men
Racers/7:30 p.m. basketball
games with Tennessee State in
Racer Arena.

Christian
Singles/7
p.m/Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Joan, 759-1345 or
Richard, 759-9994.

-

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
KEN^JCXY CAMET FOR fILMAY RESCuPCES

Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Dexter Center/senior activities/
9:30 a.m.

Social Security representative/
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

Retirees of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/6 p.m./Sirloin
Stockade.

Murray State University Theatre presents play, "Beauty and the
Beast"/9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m./Johnson Theatre, Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Admission Sl.
Info/762-4421 or 762-3167.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Puryear
Community
Center/8:30-11:30 a.m. and Whitlock, Tenn./1-2:30 p.m.

First Christian Church events
include Boy Scout Troop 77 at
6:30 p.m.

Purchase Leadership
Toastmasters/7 p.m./University
Branch of Bank of Murray,
Info/753-7638.

Tuesday, Feb. 23

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter
of AARP/noon/Mayflower
Restaurant, Holiday Inn.

Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.

Murray Chapter of Professional
Secretaries International
(PSI)/5:30 p.m./Room 213 of
Wilson Hall, Murray State University. Postponed from last
week.

LARGE TURNIPS — Heather
Nicole Fox is shown holding
two turnips. The one in her
hand weighs three pounds and
12 ounces. The other turnip in
her lap weighs four pounds and
15 ounces. The turnips were
raised by Trellis and Bernice
Stone of New Providence, close
friends of Heather, 5, who
attends kindergarten at Robertson School, Murray. Heather is
the daughter of Jerry and Sherial Fox of 502 Pine St., Murray.
She is the granddaughter of
Prince and Nina Fox of New
Providence and Roy and Inez
Harmon of Murray.

United We Stand meeting/noon/
Louie's Steak House.

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-Schoo1/9 a.m.;
Weight Watchers/5:15 p.m.;
Bible "Trot" Class/7:01 p.m.

First United Methodist Church
events include Reach-Out Callers
111/5 p.m. and Youth Disciple/8
p.m.

contributed financially toward
this trip.
According to Miss Carter, this
experience has given her new
insights into missions and the
needs of people in another part of
the world.

First United Methodist Church
events include Mother's Morning
Out/9 a.m. and Adult Disciplc/6
p.m.
Prices effective through Sat February 27

Eva Wall Circle of Memorial
Baptist Church/2 p.m./church.

JCPe
nney
Styling Salon

First Presbyterian Church
events include Pre-Schoo1/9 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m. and Rescue Ministry
meeting/7 p.m.

.41n
IC(-14
1993. JCPenney Company. Inc

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

— _

THE

TREASURE HOUSE
--OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Applications will be accepted for wheat/grain program
The Calloway County ASCS
office will begin accepting applications for the 1993 Wheat/Feed
Grain Program on March 1.
The U.S. Department of Agricultural is requiring acreage
reductions of 10 percent for corn,
5 percent for grain sorghum, and
zero percent for wheat, oats and
barley. Farmers who meet

acreage reduction and other program requirements will be eligible
for price support loans and deficiency payments.
Producers may request 50 percent of the estimated total deliciency payments on program
crops when they sign-up for the
1993 programs. The estimated
rates are $1.05 per bushel for
wheat, 72 cents for corn, 70 cents

crop, any oilseed or popcorn. A
list of crops which may be
planted on flex acreage is available in the ASCS county office.

for sorghum, 52 cents for barley
and 15 cents for oats. The payments will be issued in cash and
will be limited to the farmer's
intended program acreage.
The 1993 programs have flexible planting features, the same as
in 1992. Up to 25 percent of the
crop acreage base of flex acres
may be planted to any program

The 1992 Wheat/Grain sign-up
ends April 30. For additional
details on these and other 1993
farm program provisions, farmers
may contact the Calloway County
ASCS office.

Grain production meeting set for Feb. 22
The grain production meeting
is set for Monday, Feb. 22 at 6:30
p.m. at the Murray State University Livestock and Expo Center.
There will be a sponsored
meal.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST

Support

Vinyl and Aluminum Siring
Replacement Windows•Patio Doors
Carports•Patio Enclosures
•Cartain Teed
'Wolverine
'Alcoa
Ileynokls
*Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh, Now
P.O. Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-0280

CIUIVáI!4144

FHA loans are available
for rural youth projects

OF MURRAY AND GALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500
and remain anonymous

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
WARREN
DWAIN
Owner,

Complately Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built. All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

I Self support ^g 2x6
trusted rafters 211.
0.C.
J. 1/2" p:ywood
decking
n shingles
K. Se
L. Overhang covered
M Overhead steer
door
N. Steel service door
0. 244 fasca
alumni/in covered
P 2410 headers
0.444 rased curb

A 4 co-ciete Poor

retnforced
wire mesh
B 12"footing C. Polyurethan
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated
bottom plates
F. 11 studs, 16"0C.
G.7/16" Biande4
undemiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl s d

We offer you: FREE Esimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area. and Written Warranty.
with hardboard siding
11/2 CAR (12)(20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'12 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 21,2 CAR (24x30)

vinyl
Deluxe Models
1'.2 CAR (12x20)
$2,725
2 CAR (18x20)
$3,425
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
53.725
2' 2 CAR (24x24)
53.925
LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24x30)
$4,425

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

duction, particularly those newer
ones that may require more management of future crops.

to soybean cyst nematode
problems.

1'OPPIEII!;

MELBER. KY. • (502)674-5530

Dr. Jim Martin will talk about
the use of herbicides in grain pro-

will discuss the various diseases
associated with grain production,
as well as give special emphasis

Three Extension specialists
will talk about econdmical production of grain crops. Dr. Lloyd
Murdock wil talk abot compaction and proper fertility for grain,
production. Dr. Don Hershman

siding
53,125
$3,825
54,225
$4.325
54,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

and operated with the help of an
organization advisor and must
provide sufficient income to
repay the loan.
Some possible projects include
lawn and garden services, livestock and crop production, arts
and craft sales, and catering
services.
"This is a wonderful opportunity for ambitious young people to
develop practical business and
business education skills," Nelson said.
The Office Day is Wednesday
mornings from 8 a.m. to noon
when applications are accepted
and the supervisor is available to
meet with the public. The office
is located in the Walnut Plaza
Building, 104 N. 5th St., Murray,
753-0162.

Farmers Home Administration
County Supervisor, Ronald W.
Nelson, announced that loan
funds are available for rural
youths ages 10 through 20 to
establish and operate incomeproducing projects of modest size
in connection with their participation in 4-H Clubs, Future Farmers of America, and -similar
organizations. These loans would
range from several hundred to
several thousand dollars.
To be eligible, one must be a
citizen or legal resident alien,
live in the open country or in a
town of less than 10,000 people,
be unable to get a loan through
other sources, and be willing and
able to conduct a modest incomeproducing project.
The project must be planned

Grape production rises
s- harply in Kentucky
harvested in Kentucky, compared
with 356 pounds in 1988, said
George Wessel, who keeps production records for the Kentucky
Vineyard Society.
"Last year's harvest number
doesn't give an accurate indication of how much production is
growing," Wessel said. "We had
a bad spring that did tremendous
damage. If the conditions had
been right, we would have
harvested as much as 24,000
pounds of grapes."

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
More Kentucky growers are
apparently becoming interested in
grapes, with harvest of the fruit
sharply increasing in the last four
years.
Last year 7,270 pounds of
seedless table grapes were

A program at the University of
Kentucky this Saturday may be
of interest to burley tobacco
growers wondering how to make
some extra money now that the
quota has been cut and steep cuts
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are likely in the coming years.
Farmers looking for new crops or
backyard gardeners looking for
something new to grow that
might make a few dollars might
also think about grapes.

-1
Winter is not over yet
I look at the winter season as a
sort of necessary evil.The weather is unpleasantly cold and damp
and the landscape takes on an
unattractive grayish-brown hue.
Many garden plants need this
period of dormancy to thrive, so I
grudgingly accept the chilly
temperatures.
However, late in winter I begin
to think that enough is enough.
March is almost here and winter
should leave. I suppose that I
wouldn't feel this way if we
hadn't had those beautiful warm,
sunny days during January.
It was hard for any gardener to
resist going outside to poke
around in the dirt or finish up a
few leftover fall garden chores. I
worked out in the garden during
every day of the "January thaw."
I started each day warmly dressed
but soon had to change out of the
coat and sweater and into a Tshirt due to the heat of the sun.
The soil felt warm to my fingers.
Maybe winter really was going to
be over early this year.
We all know how accurate that
prediction was. Snowdrops disappeared under a blanket of snow.
Icy winds blackened tender new
rose foliage that had ventured
forth lured by the warm weather's promise of spring.

Growing in
the Garden
I by Cathleen
Lalicker

1

I reluctantly hung up my
trowel and put away my garden
gloves. Winter was still here, and
I would have to wait for spring.
Gardening was once again limited to perusing gardening books
and catalogues and tending a few
indoor plants.
However, looking at pictures
of gardens in full bloom, or
watering a few potted plants,
doesn't do much to satisfy my
need to garden. In December,
when the ground is frozen and
spring seems hopelessly far away,
dreaming about gardens is okay.
But in February, after I have been
teased by a taste of spring, I am
impatient to experience the reality of gardening. I want to turn the
earth, and plant, and watch everything come to life and grow.
The fact is, spring will come
when it comes. Still, I can hardly
wait to get out in the garden and
get a little dirt under my
fingernails.

Dark fired tobacco
sales total over $5 million
The season total so far for dark
fired tobacco sales in the Murray
market total $5,507,946.86 with
2,525,310 pounds being sold as
of Feb. 19.
The average price per pound is
$220.38.
The total market for Murray
and Mayfield has brought in
$11,160,134.26 with 5,187,918

pounds being sold at an average
price of $217.19 a pound.
Association advances for the
season total 1,458 pounds for
$2,115.48 in Murray at an average of $145.09. The total advance
for both Murray and Mayfield
total $13,118.80 for 9,068 pounds
at $144.67 average.

Open riding set
for March 3 at Expo
The West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center will be
available to the public for open
riding on March 3.
Persons may bring their horses
to the Murray State University
facility from 5 to 10 p.m. The
first two hours are reserved for
inside arena riding only. Participants may use the remaining time
for specific event practice.
According to building manager
Mary Kay Kirks, open riding

began after several area horse
owners expressed an interest in
using the facility to practice riding in an inside arena. The program is sponsored monthly by the
Expo Center at no charge as a
service to the region.
The Exposition Center is
located on Hwy. 1327 (College
Farm Road). For more information on open riding or any scheduled events at the Center, call
Kirks at 762-3125.
-

U.S. exporters need to
learn foreign markets

WASHINGTON (AP) Exporters of U.S. farm products
should become more familiar
with individual overseas markets,
foreign importers say.
The Kentucky Fresh Market
"Each market is different.
&ape Short Course is scheduled Many Americans think that Eurto begin at 9 a.m. EST in Room ope is one country," said Theo
N-12 of the Agricultural Sciences van Ham, director of the Boas
Building North on the campus in Co., a major importer in The
Lexington. A $6 registration fee Netherlands.
pays for lunch and materials.
"It isn't. Even between a
country like The Netherlands and
Belgium -so close to each other
=111 1=11 1I1= OMB II=
- and speaking more or less the
same language, there are huge
differences."
He and other importers interviewed in this month's issue of

AgExporter magazine stressed
that U.S. exporters are apt to be
more successful if they verse
themselves in the specific culture,
language and import requirements of individual countries.
Go to the market and take a
close look at your intended customers, the experts advise.
Van Ham said that when he
visits the United States, he goes
into supermarkets and looks for
new trends.
"One of our major successes is
Mexican food," he said, adding
that his company imports "Mexican food" from Louisiana, dried
kidney beans from Wisconsin and
canned salmon from Alaska.

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

mug/Ay 208753-3361
E. Main

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches
and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

Dr. Dowd. L. Heskirtt, D.C.

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
PRICE REDUCTION SALE

American Standard Faucets (while supplies last)

This 'Mira examination is FREE.
If you ward more care and Outman',
we do an the papanvork.

Chrome - Polished Brass - White

CH $53.25
P8 $92.15
WHT $93.57

FREE.
DISCLAIMER: OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SE RVCES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT bM404 IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SE RIME EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT•

CH $41.25
PB $74.65
WHT $75.95

CH
/PB

S

853.25
882.15

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!
CH
P8

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
I

VALUE
gm me me No um me

301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
11.1
Em

759-1116
Imo em

mu am mil am ..•

$41.25
$74.61

CH
P8

$38.33
$93.57

eWHT $93.57 ft
t,wilt

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.
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RACER
ACTION
•••7

•

-

With Coach Scott Edgar and the
1993 Murray State Racers!

•

-It Jule Quality ( °Wits"

Thornton
Tile and
Marble

Murray State
tsu vs. Tennessee State

Visit Our Showroom
84:30

612 South 9th Street
• Jeol
A

•

CAR
WON'T RUN?

0:1

CALL #1

up
up
up

UI

McClard's
11"... ,•••

753-9132
.............................
We Specialize in:
Tune-ups - Brakes
Mufflers - Oil Changes
FREE Car Wash
With Fill-up
.• .*IPt-7,?,
Mechanic on Duty
Monday-Friday 8-5

BP

/

MURRAY

South 12th Street
753-0066

COMPARE MY RATES
On

Medicare Supplements
Group & Individual Health
Also -Life Insurance
-Nursing Home

Purdom,
Thurman
I McNutt

•Up to 5 qts.
$1,
1°
:ble3Chassis
'New Oil Filter 1199
EXPIRES 2-28-93

University
Tire & Auto
1406 Main-Across From
Owen's Market
753-4994
We Accept MasterCard, Visa,
Discover and Firestone

art

LDD

dirt

Keep Your Long
Distance Local

SOME THINGS TO KlsOW:,Defending champion Murray State is the consensus
pick to win the 1992-93 OVC regular-season title; Tennessee State, which ended in
eighth place in the '91-92 OVC title chase, has been tabbed for a sixth place finish this
season by league coaches and sports information directors.. Murray State has won 11
straight OVC home games and is 9-1 this season in Racer Arena,losing only to Texas of
the Southwest Conference, 79-74 on Jan. 19, Tennessee State is 4-7 on the road this
season, with losses to Southwest Missouri, George Washington, Saint Louis,
Louisiana State,Alabama,Eastern Kentucky and Southeast Missouri. MSU has
lost on the road this season to Saint Louis and Eastern Kentucky,but has a road win
over Southeast Missouri.
WON-LOST RECORDS; Murray State has a 15-9 overall won-lost record this
season and a 1,054-652 all-time mark, following an 88-69 OVC home win Saturday
against Austin Peay. The victory featured a 54.2 percent shooting effort from the field
for the Racers and broke a two-game losing streak. Tennessee State has a 15-8 overall
won-lost record,following a 94-77 Saturday OVC road loss to Southeast Missouri. The
Tigers shotjust 35.1 percent from the field against the Indians and had an eight-game
winning streak snapped.TSU whipped Southeast Missouri 95-70 at Nashville on Jan.
9, two nights before the Tigers beat the Racers.

401 Olive St.

elk
ACO'BEL
CATCH THE
ACTION!
402 N. 12th
Murray

•‘'/

Best
of
Luck!

Randall 6 Joyce
Underhill
510 S. 4th St.
753-4541

Trans-Tune Special
'FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment
(if applicable)
•Linkage Adjusted
•Throttle Pressure
Checked
•Fluid
•New Pan Gasket
'Clean Filter
(if applicable)
'Filter Extra

753-6577

•

TRANSMISSION
Good at both Lot:woos • (Paducah & Murray

PROBABLE STARTERS/SUBSTITUTES
F
F
C
G
G
F
G
F
F
F
G
G
F

24 Maurice Cannon, 6-4, Sr (10.9 ppg, 2.9 rpg)
14 Jerry Wilson, 6-7, Jr (8.8 ppg, 5.2 rpg) or
43 Scott Sivills, 6-7, Sr (1.8 ppg, 2.1 rpg)
3 Antoine Teague, 6-10, Jr (4.5 ppg, 3.3 rpg)
33 Frank Allen, 6-2, Sr (18.5 ppg, 2.7 rpg)
4 Cedric Gumm, 6-0, Jr (12.3 ppg, 4.0 rpg) or
50 Bo Walden, 6-0, Sr (1.2 ppg, 0.7 rpg)
20 Antwan Hoard, 6-6, Jr (10.1 ppg, 4.5 rpg)
5 Marcus Brown, 6-3, Fr (8.6 ppg, 2.7 rpg)
23 Tony Bailey, 6-5, Jr (5.2 ppg, 2.1 rpg)
25 Lawrence Bussell, 64, Jr (4.6 ppg, 2.7 rpg)
44 Michael James, 6-8, Jr (3.4 ppg, 3.0 rpg)
10 Kenneth Taylor, 5-10, Fr (2.3 ppg, 1.5 rpg)
Michael Hunt, 6-3, Fr (2.1 ppg, 0.3 rpg)
35 Jeremy Park, 6-8, Jr (0.6 ppg, 0.8 rpg)

641 SUPER SHELL
"Service is our business"

Shell

1-800-455-1608
Paducah (502) 444-0520

•

QUICKLY:The game is the last Ohio Valley Conference home encounter ofthe 199293 season for the 10-3 Murray State Racers and the next-to-last OVC road encounter
for the 11-2 Tennessee State Tigers. First place in the standings is at stake,and TSU
can wrap up the OVC regular-season title by beating the Racers. A Racer win would tie
MSU and TSU for first place in the standings, with each school having two more games
remaining this season before the OVC Tournament set for March 4-6 at Lexington,Ky. A
Racer win would also enable 9-5 Eastern Kentucky and 7-5 Tennessee Tech to
remain in contention for a share ofthe title, providing each wins Monday games against
MiddleTennessee and Morehead State. TSU edged the Racers 80-76 at Nashville on
Jan. 11 and is trying to become the first OVC school to sweep two regular-season games
from MSU since Akron,Middle Tennessee and Morehead State pulled the trick in
the 1986-87 season. Beginning in '87-88, MSU has won five consecutive OVC regularseason championships, four outright. TSU is seeking its first OVC title.

11111811ALETATE

LUBE, OIL
and FILTER

J\A

p.m. CST)at Murray,Ky.,in Racer Arena (5,500). Tickets are priced at $7(adults)
and $2(children). The game will be preceeded by a women's contest between the schools
that has a 5:15 tip-off.

407 Maple
753-4451
Dan McNutt, AAI

't
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THE GAME: Murray State Racers vs. Tennessee State Tigers Monday (7:30

-Ymr-OW

24 Mtit Set‘IICe

NJ

Tonight at 7:30 p.m.

753-5719 S
\

From All Your
Friends At

753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

GOOD
LUCK
RACERS!

TENNESSEE STATE
F
40 Michael Moore, 6-8, Sr (8.7 ppg, 5.4 rpg)
F
23 Monty Wilson, 6-4, Fr (13.1 ppg, 5.3 rpg)
C
G
G

34 Carlos Rogers, 6-11, Jr (20.4 ppg, 11.6 rpg)
3 Tim Horton, 6-1, So (13.5 ppg, 3.8 rpg)
11 Neil Jones, 5-9, Jr (3.4 ppg, 1.6 rpg)

F
G
C
G
G
G
F

32 Curtis Davis, 6-6, Fr (9.3 ppg, 3.9 rpg)
14 Rico Beasley, 6-3, Jr (7.8 ppg, 2.6 rpg)
33 John Ruffin, 6-9, Jr (2.0 ppg, 1.6 rpg)
12 Greg Watkins, 5-10, Jr (1.1 ppg, 1.3 rpg)
5 Duane Wilson, 6-2, Sr (0.9 ppg, 0.8 rpg)
22 Reggie Clark, 6-1, Fr (0.9 ppg, 0.3 rpg)
25 Royce Gunnell, 6-7, Jr (0.0 ppg, 0.3 rpg)

701 Main St. • (502)753-5i73

igs

Family Steak House
•Daily Specials
.60 Item Food & Sundae Bar
-U.S.D.A. Choice Steaks
Cut Fresh Daily
•Children Under 10 Eat FREE
Tuesday after 4 p.m.
a\

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Bel-Alr Canter, Murray
753-0440

Friday & Saturday
Night Buffet
A r

FORD
MERCURY
LI NCOLN

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

Moa-Pri. 8 ata.4 p.aa
900 N. 4th • Murray

On* Prim
Includos It All!
Bar-B-Q Ribs
Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets
Fried Chicken
Food Bar
°Salad Bar
Dessert Bar
Includes Drink

Place Aint Fancy but Slto is good Food

TJ's Bar f3.0 & Burgers
Cht•stnitt •-•

NI

Ill

753-00

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

RACEWAY
AUTO SALES

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray
Specializing in automotive computer repairs, electronic fuel
injection and automotive heat
and air conditioning systems
•

CunAnuintg
o ham
Murray's Only $3,000 and
Under Car Lot.

4001, Re I air

Owner - Donnie W1nchester

MOST CAR FOR LEAST MONEY!
753-9586
300 S. 4th

019 S. 4th St. , Murray
7534531 • 753-3571
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SPORTS
Racers put 'Valley'
trip behind; waltz
around Austin Peay
By STEVE PARKER

Racer guard
charged with
DUI Sunday

MURRAY ST. SS, AUSTIN PEAY 69

Murray Lodger & Times Sports Edkor

AUSTIN PEAT (11-1111)
Cation 0-3 0-0 0. Dupree 5-7 2-2 12. Fronde+
5-11 0-0 10, lAwlewithat 2-564 11. Swage 1-3 0-0
2. Sol 2-4 0-04. Yu 6-13 6-7 20, Unions 1-4 0-02,
Bed 24 0-2 4. Heise 1•1 0.02, Key 0-0 2-4 2 Totals
25-57 16-21 60.
MURRAY $T. (144)
Teague 54 1-4 11. Cumin 1-4 0-0 2. Brown 3-4
2-2 10, Taylor 0-1 1-2 1. Wean 54 1-1 11, Hoard
54 2-3 12. Bale,/ 2-4 54 10, Cannon 0-6 1-2 1, BUS
sal 01 0-0 0. Allen 5-12 4-5 17, SIMS 4-4 0-0 S.
James 0-1 0-00. Walden 1-2 0-0 3. Hum 1-2 0-0 2
Totals 32-50 17-25 U
Hallime—lAutray S1 35, /wean Peri 22 3-oant
wale—Ausen Posy 3-10 (Casbon 0-2, Franklin 0-1,
Menewher 1.1, Swage
Yudi 2-4). Murray Si
7.19 (Csumm 0-1. Brown 2-3, Taylor 9-1. Way 1.2.
Cannon 0-2. Wawa 0-1. Allen 3-7, Walden 1-2)
Fouled OA—Dupree Reboundo—Auslin Peary 30
(Yudi 10). Murray St 31 (Wilson 9) Assiets--Auein
Peay 14 (Frankln 5), Murray St 20 (Cannon 5) Total
loule—Ausdn Posy 19. Murrry St 20 Technical,—
"Surrey St bench A-4.164

Last weekend's collapse in
"Death Valley" shook up the
Murray State Racers in more
ways than one. First and foremost, it dropped them two games
behind Ohio Valley Conferenceleading Tennessee State.
After not sleeping the entire
six-hour bus ride home, head
coach Scott Edgar planned his
attack for the stretch drive. It
started with a meeting with his
five seniors, particularly Frank
Allen, followed by an excellent 22 points in the first half on 31
week of practice.
percent shooting and finished the
All the psychology, personal job in the second half on the way
reflection and hard work was on to an 88-69 victory.
display Saturday afternoon
Murray, now 14-9 overall and
against Austin Peay.
10-3 in the OVC, used the game
"One of the last things I said in as a tune-up for tonight's longthe locker room at Morehead...'I anticipated rematch with Tennessaid fellas, it hasn't been a good see State. Coming in with a oneweekend for us and some son-of- game lead, TSU fell 94-77 at
a-gun has to pay. Someone has to Southeast Missouri to give the
pay and Peay is the next team on Racers a chance to force a firstthe schedule,'" Edgar recalled.
place tie with a victory Monday.
Peay, coming in with a 5-17
"I don't think they (players)
overall record and last in the looked ahead, but I think we're
OVC, felt the anger of Edgar's all glad this one's over," Edgar
team. At least on the defensive said after beating Peay for thirdend.
Murray held the Governors to • TURN TO PAGE 9

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State junior guard Cedric Gumm faces up to Austin Peay guard Jermaine Savage in Saturday's Racer win.

SEMO adds life to Racer rematch with TSU
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Lodger a Times Sports Editor

Tonight's matchup between Murray State and Tennessee State was already the most anticipated of the season
in the Ohio Valley Conference. Southeast Missouri just
put more marbles on the table.
With a win, Murray State could pull into a first-place
tie with the 15-8 Tigers, who fell 94-77 Saturday in Cape
Girardeau.
Murray State has been anticipating the rematch with
the Tigers ever since TSU defeated the Racers 80-76 on
Jan. 11.

"It's just a shame that that's not the OVC game of the
week on SportSouth," Racer head coach Scott Edgar said.
"If it was, it might be a better game than some of the
big-time games on TV."
"This game, I've looked forward to for the last two
months," Racer senior Scott Sivills said after the Racers'
win over Austin Peay. "I think they really hurt our
pride."
Monday's game represents the old and the new. Murray has strung together five-straight OVC championships
while Tennessee State is seeking its first in a remarkable
season.
Prior to the 1992-93 season, Tennessee State had won

a total of 11 conference games since joining the OVC in
1987-88. Currently, they own an 11-2 mark in the league.
In addition to conference standings, Monday's game
appeals to the Racers' memory. In the closing minutes of
the meeting in Nashville, TSU players did not hide their
joy of knocking off the Racers.
"That was a monumental victory for them," Edgar
pointed out, "they were picked sixth and they beat the
league leader and had a share of first place that night so
they had every reason to (celebrate). Now it's payback
time. Anyone that beats me I want to play them again."
"This is a war...this is a war," senior Bo Walden said
IN TURN TO PAGE 9

Mashburn speaks volumes in Kentucky win
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Wrttar

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Jamal
Mashburn let actions speak louder than words in leading No. 2
Kentucky past Georgia.
Mashburn, who had been criticized the past week by Kentucky
coach Rick Pitino for not playing
with enough emotion, scored 30
points and grabbed 14 rebounds
in leading the Wildcats to an
86-70 victory on Saturday.
"He had more outward emotion than any game this year,"
Pitino said of the 6-foot-8 junior
forward. "He was obviously the
difference in the game. He was
really active on the glass. He did

THE ARMY CAN
HELP YOU GET
A $251_200 EDGE
ON COLLEGE.
The Army can help you get
an edge on life and earn up to
$25,200 for college through the
Montgomery GI Bill Plus the
Army College Fund.
Here's how it works. You contribute $100 a month for the first
year from your $630-plus monthly
starting salary. The government
then contributes its share,$9.600
from the Montgomery GI Bill
plus $14,400 from the Army College Fund for a four-year
enlistment.
Army opportunities get better
every day. If you qualify, you
could train in one of over 250
challenging and rewarding hightech skills in fields like avionics
and electronics, satellites and
microwave communications.
computer and radar operationsjust to name a few.
It makes sense to earn while
you learn. For more information
about getting money for college,
call your Army Recruiter today.

a lot of right things."
It marked the seventh time in
his career that Mashburn has
scored at least 30 points, and the
second time against Georgia.
"You have to play with a lot
of emotion," Mashburn said.
"You have to come prepared. If
you don't any team can beat you.
With the games coming up, that's
a key, along with our press. Emotion is so important."
Mashburn sparked a decisive
17-2 run in the first half with
nine points.
Georgia (11-11, 5-7 Southeastern Conference), seeking its third
straight win on the road, spurted
to a 13-5 lead on Charles Claxton's sweeping hook in the lane

with 15:07 remaining in the half.
"We felt we were in pretty
good position right there," said
Georgia coach Hugh Durham.
Then Mashburn began making
noise with a layup, a 3-pointer
and two free throws in the next
two minutes as Kentucky (20-2,
10-2) closed to 13-12. Georgia's
Carlos Strong stopped the run by
stealing the ball from Mashburn
at midcourt and racing in for a
dunk at 12:11.
Mashburn countered with
another layup and Gimel Martinez sank a 3-pointer from the
corner to give Kentucky its first
lead at 17-15, one it wouldn't
relinquish in winning its third
straight game.

Junior Braddy made one free
throw, Jeff Brassow hit a layup
and Martinez completed a threepoint play to finish Kentucky's
run for a 23-15 lead at 7:45.
"He came out and did the
job," Claxton said of Mashburn's
play in Kentucky's rally.
Georgia ended a field-goal
drought that lasted nearly eight
minutes when Shaun Golden
scored a driving layup off a steal
to trail 31-21 with 4:24 left in the
half.
Kentucky's 42-33 halftime lead
grew to 57-36 on Dale Brown's
3-pointer with 15:37 to go. Georgia got no closer than 13 points
the rest of the way.
"The score may be indicative

of the game, but not any less,"
Durham said. "I told our team I
thought we could win. We had to
play outstanding to have a
chance, but we didn't."
Georgia turned the ball over 20
times, which Kentucky converted
into 28 points.
"They always play with great
intensity and it was no different
tonight," Claxton said of Kentucky's pressure defense. "We
couldn't get the ball in the hole.
They are never satisfied. They
never stop."
Georgia, which had won four
of its last five games, was led by
Cleveland Jackson with 14 points
and Shandon Anderson with 12.
Travis Ford added 14 points for
Kentucky.

West ignores Price bombing
By BOB MIMS
AP Sports Writer

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Maybe the NBA's Long Distance
Shootout title just wasn't enough
for Mark Price. Or maybe it was
just a warmup.
The Cleveland bomber won the
3-point championships on Saturday, then unloaded again in Sunday night's All-Star game with a
record six 3's, all in the second
half.
"You should take what I did
this week and put it in a bottle or
something," he joked.
Price saved the East in regulation, hitting three 3-pointers in
the final 6V1 minutes. The biggest was a 25-footer from just

left of the top of the circle that
"After I hit all those 3-point
sparked a 9-4 run to tie the score
shots in the last two days out
119-119 at the horn.
here, I hope I didn't use up all
But in overtime, his touch
my 3's for the season," he said.
finally failed him. With the East
Price, who won the Shootout
trailing 134-130, his 3-point
by nipping Portland's Terry Porattempt with 10 seconds left was
ter 18-17, said he was still feeloff and the West finally won
ing in rhythm late in the All-Star
135-132.
game.
"Sometimes you just get on a
"To shoot it like that in a
roll and it happens," Price said. game probably means more to me
"I always shoot with confidence, than winning Saturday night," he
but they don't always go in."
said.
Price entered All -Star
In breaking Magic Johnson's
Weekend second only to New
1990 All-Star of four 3-pointers,
Jersey's Drazen Petrovic in
Price hit 6-of-9 3s and added a
3-point accuracy (47.7 percent) foul shot for 19 points. His accuand leads the NBA in foul shootracy was particularly uncanny
ing (95 percent).
from the left side of the circle.
He wonaers if he can keep up
• TURN TO PAGE 9
the pace.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

CALL COLLECT
901-644-9021

ARMY
BE ALL YOU CAN BL

—4111V40-.

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

Murray State senior Frank
Allen, the Racers' leading scorer
and two-time all-Ohio Valley
Conference selection, was
arrested Sunday morning in
Murray.
Allen, a four-year starter with
the Racers, was charged with
driving under the influence, operating without a license, and reckless driving. The arrest was made
at 3:35 a.m.
Allen was released on a $500
unsecured bond. It was his first
DUI offense.
"I've come to a decision that
he will be disciplined indefinitely," Racer head coach Scott
Edgar said.
Edgar would not say if Allen
would be playing in tonight's key
conference game against Tennessee State. It would also be
Allen's final game in Racer Arena, as he and four other seniors
play their final home game.
"That's why I'm struggling
with what to do, because this
would be the final time he'll wear
white in Racer Arena," Edgar
said. "But regardless, he'll be
disciplined indefinitely."
Allen came to MSU from
Memphis, Tenn., after a stellar
high school career at Memphis
South Side.

Lady Racers
gain balance
in 94-76 win
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times

An inspired Lady Racer squad
breezed to a 94-76 victory over
Austin Peay State University
Saturday at Murray State's Racer
Arena.
In fact, the Lady Racers trailed
only once, 2-0 with 19:28 to play
in the first half. And, other than
tie scores at 2-2 and 5-5, Murray
State led the entire game.
Murray's starters combined for
67 points while Kristi Snell contributed 13 more to the win.
Melissa Shelton, who paced
Murray with 26 points, hit nearly
50 percent from the field, made
seven of eight free throws and
added nine rebounds and three
assists.
Tomika Secrest hit a 16-footer
from the top of the key to give
Austin Peay its only lead. Over
the next nine minutes, Jennifer
Parker scored eight points,
Mechelle Shelton six and Snell
added a three-point shot to give
the Lady Racers their first
double-digit lead, 24-14, with
11:00 to play.
Murray controlled the inside
game most of the first half and
used that to its advantage.

Slumping Cards fall at Houston
HOUSTON — The Houston Cougars hope they've at least made
a downpayment on a trip to the NCAA playoffs.
David Diaz scored 22 points and Jessie Drain added 20 points
Sunday as the Cougars blew out No. 22 Louisville in the first half
and held off the Cardinals' charge in the second half for an 89-81
victory on Sunday.
Houston (16-6) shot 75 percent from the field and Diaz scored 18
first-half points that allowed the Cougars to take a 45-28 halftime
lead from which the Cardinals (14-8) never recovered.
But they almost did.
Louisville used a 20-8 spurt in the second half to get back in the
game, and they cut it to a one-point deficit twice, the last time at
69-68 with 5:34 to play.
"The second half we were a little better, but we were sleep
walking in the first half," Louisville coach Denny Crum said.
"We've done enough of that recently.
"You can't get down by 17 on the road at the half and win very
often. This was a big game for us. It's a tough one to lose, but
we've still got a shot."
Dwayne Morton scored 19 of his 24 points in the second half to
lead Louisville scorers, and Cliff Rozier scored 20 points and got
18 rebounds.

TIRES•TIRESeTIRES

Income Tax

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

By Appointment Only

Page
Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

Owners - &weld Boyd end Ronnie Melvin

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111

Call Tony Page
MAIM NI TN,ILLA.

at

753-8107

Vcrwl

Actions& Reactions

Navratilova takes it all at Paris Open

GOLF
LA JOLLA, Calif.(AP) — Phil Mickelson, bouyed by a partisan gallery of
family, friends and former schoolmates, shot a 7-under-par 65 for a fourstroke victory in the Buick Invitational on Sunday.
The 22-year-old left-hander, who earned $180,000 for his second
career victory and first as a professional, finished with a 10-under 278 total for three rounds on Torrey Pines' South course and one on the North
course.

Dave Rummells closed with a 70 to finish second at 282. Payne Stewart
(70) was third at 283 and Jay Don Blake (67), Greg Twiggs (70) and Jay
Haas (72) tied for fourth at 285.

BASKETBALL
Indiana received 63 of 65 first-place votes and 1,620 points in balloting
by writers and broadcasters to remain No. 1 for the fifth consecutive week.
The Hoosiers are 24-2 overall and 13-0 in the Big Ten.
Kentucky remained second with a first-place vote and 1,509 and points
and North Carolina held third with a first-place vote and 1,457 points.
Arizona is fourth, followed by Michigan, Florida State, Kansas, Vanderbilt,
Duke and Cincinnati.

BASEBALL
FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) — Right-hander John Dopson won the final
salary arbitration case of the year Sunday when Anthony Sinicropi
selected his $750,000 request over the Boston Red Sox's offer of
$485,000. Dopson was 7-11 with a 4.08 ERA last season.
SEATTLE (AP) — Erik Hanson lost his arbitration case SatOday when
Nicholas Zumas selected the Seattle Mariners' $1.25 million otter over the
right-handers' request of $2.3 million. Hanson was 8-17 with 4.82 ERA last
season.
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Utah Jazz stars Karl Malone and John Stockton were named co-most valuable players as the West defeated the East
135-132 in ,overtime in the NBA All-Star game Sunday. Malone had 28
points and Stockton had nine points and 15 assists.
On Saturday, Miami rookie guard Harold Miner won the slam-dunk contest, Cleveland guard Mark Price took the 3-point shootout and George
Gervin scored 14 points as the East beat the West 58-45 in the Legends
game.

•SEMO adds life.

••

FROM PAGE 8
after the Peay game. we re
going to take them to war. They
took it to us, now we're going to
take it to them.
"It's our conference, if you're
going to take it from us, we're
going to take you to war."
Tennessee State is led by 6-11
junior center Carlos Rogers. In
addition to being among the
league leaders in scoring,
rebounding and blocked shots,
the first-year Tiger is ranked high
in many national statistical
categories.
"We're just about the same
type of players, we're both tall
and thin," said 6-10 Racer center
Antoine Teague. "He makes me
work. Besides, I owe him, he got
18 boards on us last time."
Though TSU owns the edge on

the blocks, Murray will counter
with a deep and talented perimeter game.
"It's going to be a classic
matchup with a big inside game
against the great three-point
shooters," Tennessee Tech head
coach Frank Harrell said after his
team fell 117-112 to the Racers.
"They (TSU) have the best big
man this league's seen in a long
time."
Whether or not the game was
for first place, Edgar has been
calling this "the championship
game" for the past few weeks.
"I don't want anyone to sweep
us this year," he said. "I don't
want anyone, a couple of weeks
from now, saying that we beat
Murray State and we can do it
again."

PARIS (AP) — At 36, Martina
Navratilova knows how to take
care of her body. She also knows
how to play keep playing winning tennis,
"Everything affects you much
more when you get older, so I
really have to take care," Navratilova said. "Get massages, try to
get enough sleep, eat the right
food, stretch. Doing all the
workouts.
"Everything is very specific
for tennis, and I still manage to
keep my body fresh."
She was fresh enough to beat
the No. 1 player in the world,
Monica Seles, 17 years younger,
in a match that lasted over 2
hours for the title at the Paris
Women's Open tournament 6-3,
4-6, 7-6 (7-3).
The defeat ended Seles'
34-match winning streak that
started last August and included
the U.S. Open in-September and
last month's Australian Open.
Her last loss was to Spain's
Arantxa Sanchez Vicario at the
Canadian Open.
Navratilova's 163rd career title
gave her special pleasure. She
had reached seven straight finals,
but lost to Seles the last three
times they played, including last
week at the Virginia Slims in
Chicago.

•West ignores..
FROM PAGE 8
"That one end has been good
to me, both yesterday and
today," he smiled. "Sometimes
you just get on a roll and it
happens."
Price's long distance heroics
were nearly enough,' but not
quite. The West held on, partly
because of timely 3-pointers by
Phoenix's Charles Barkley and
Dan Majerle in overtime.
Barkley figured in both West

Frank Allen, who was benched
in the second half of the 80-78
loss at Morehead, led six players
in double figures with a teamhigh 17 points.
Allen admitted to feeling more
relaxed, particularly after his oneon-one meeting with Edgar.
"I have been frustrated, a lot of
things came into effect during
that month," Allen said of his
struggles in the Racers' last six
games. "We had that talk and
everybody got it of their chests,
so now I'm a little more at ease.
"Today, I tried to play like I
know how and just tried to have
fun," the senior added. "Everything just sort of worked out."
Allen, only 5 of 12 from the
field, dished out three assists, but
more importantly, played under
control.
Allen was not alone in the
depths of shooting woes, for
Cedric Gumm and Maurice Cannon were a combined one of 10
for three points.
Fortunately, the Racers' inside
game had perhaps its best day of
the season.
Jerry Wilson, Antoine Teague,
Antwan Hoard and Scott Sivills,
the group that got the majority of
the playing time, scored a combined 42 points on an amazing 19
of 22 shooting spree.
Teague was five of six for 11
points and seven boards. The
6-10 center blocked on shot in 26
minutes. His best game as a Racer? "Coach says it was, so I don't
want to go against his word," the
Chicago native explained.
Murray shot 54 percent in the
game while limiting the Governors to 44 percent. Sophomore
forward Rick Yudt led Pcay with
20 points and 10 rebounds.
Yudt hit a 3-pointer and a short
jumper midway through the first
half to pull Peay within 14-17.
Hoard then scored a layup for the
Racers, followed by a "3" by
Allen, a powerful dunk by
Teague and turnaround jumper by
Wilson. That run gave Murray a
26-14 lead and command of the
game.
Peay crept within eight late in
the half, but buckets by reserve
guard Tony Bailey and Wilson
set up a 3-pointer by Bo Walden
that sent the Racers into halftime
with a 35-22 lead.

3-pointers. He snapped a pass to
Majerle for one 3-pointer to help
the West regain the lead for good
at 124-123 with 3:19 remaining.
Two minutes later, he danced
with joy after making his own
3-pointer from the top of the key.
"I knew that was in. It was on
the line all the way," said Barkley, who finished with 10 points.
West coach Paul Westphal
considered himself lucky to have
won.

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

"I don't look for my shots, but
when I'm open I shoot it," said
Walden, averaging 1.1 points per
game.
Walden, who has seen limited
action all season, has played
inspired basketball in the Racers'
last two games.
"All the seniors, we talked
among ourselves after we talked
to coach," the senior guard said,
"and we're going to work on
keeping the team together."
Sivills hit back-to-back buckets
in the first half to put Murray up
13-6. The 6-7 forward from
Cadiz finished with eight points
on four of four shooting in seven
minutes.
Peay, which turned the ball
over 20 times on the afternoon,
watched Murray's 13-point halftime lead balloon to 18 just four
minutes into the second half.
Allen drilled a 3-pointer from the
top the key to put the Racers up
48-30.
Edgar substituted freely in the
second half as the lead swelled to
as much as 29 with 4:29 to play.
"We won big, but we got a lot
on our hands Monday, so we we
didn't put it all out today,.. Walden explained from a focused
Racer locker room. "We'll give
100 percent Monday."

SUBSCRIBE

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

PRO BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W I Pct.
New Ycwk
610
New Jersey
30 21 518
Boston
26 24 520
Orlando
24 23 511
Mani
15 31 367
Is 31 367
Philadelphia
Wastanglon
15 36 204
Central Division
35 17 673
CIew
hic:rnd
34 19 642
Charlotte
26 23 531
Atlanta
24 27 471
Indiana
23 2$ 451
Detroit
21 29 420
kvaukes
20 31 322
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I Pct.
San A niono
34 15 604
Utah
33 16 647
Houston
30 21 561
Denver
20 30 400
IA nnesota
12 35 255
Dallas
4 45 062
Pacific Division
Phoenix
31 10 792
Seattle
33 17 660
Portland
31 16 660
LA Lakers
26 23 531
LA CIppon
26 25 510
Golden State
23 30 434
Sacramento
17 34 333
Saturday's Games
No games scheduled
Sunday's Game
West All-Stars 135, East All-Stars 132. OT
Meadey's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
tAnneada et New York 7:30 pm

GB
—
4%
II
1%
15%
15%
19%
—
1%
TA,
10%
11%
13
14%
GB
—
2
5
14%
21
30
—
6
6%
12%
13Y•
ITA
22%

top two players in the world.
However, Navratilova went
from Tokyo to Chicago to Paris
within a space of three weeks.
She won two of the tournaments
and lost to Seles in the Chicago
final.
Navratilova said she plans to
take five to six weeks off before
returning to competition at
Amelia Island, Fla., April 5.
Elsewhere on a busy weekend
of tennis, Michael Stich earned
$355,000, one of the biggest
prizes on the ATP Tour, by winning the Eurocard Open over
Richard Krajicek, Mark Woodforde of Australia won the U.S.
Indoor when fourth-seeded Ivan
Lendl retired with a back injury
in the first set of the champion-

ship match, and Zina GarrisonJackson won her second straight
IGA Tennis Classic in Oklahoma
•
City.
At Stuttgart, Germany, Stich
beat Krajicck 4-6, 7-5, 7-6 (7-4),
3-6, 7-5 in a match that lasted 3
hours, 46 minutes and ended in
controversy.
On match point, Kraji&k
blasted a serve that looked ,like
an ace. But chair umpire Peter
Richter called the shot long. Krajicek argued to no avail and Stich
clinched the match off Krajiczk's
second serve, hitting a deep volIcy into the corner.
Krajicek failed to show up tor
the final news conference and
was fined $1,000.

Legislative Roundtable
'Forum on Kentucky"
Tuesday, Feb. 23
at 7 p.m.
Martha Layne Collins ITT Auditorium
MSU Campus
•••
Governor's Special Director of Health Care, Senator Jeff
Green and other state senators and representatives from
the area will be present.
—EVERYONE IS INVITED—

•

•Racers...
FROM PAGE 8
straight time.

At 36 years, 3 months and 29
days, Navratilova became the
oldest player to beat a No.
1-ranked player, surpassing by a
few weeks the record set by Billie lean King when she beat the
then top-ranked Navratilova in
1980.
Seles, 19, and Navratilova
battled on even terms throughout
the match. Navratilova, who
fought back after being down a
service break in the third set, won
the final four points in the
tiebreaker.
After the match, Seles said she
will not go to a tournament in
Indian Wells, Calif., that begins
today.
The Women's Tennis Association requested Scles play in the
tournament after Steffi Graf and
Jennifer Capriati withdrew with
identical injuries.
Capriati, who was the top seed,
notified tournament officials Sunday that she had suffered a pulled
stomach muscle while practicing
at her Florida home. She had
been given the top seeding after
Graf withdrew Friday with the
same injury.
Capriati's withdrawal leaves
Mary Joe Fernandez as the No. 1
seed.
Because Graf, ranked second
in the world, is no longer playing, the WTA will have to pay a
$50,000 fine to the organizers for
not providing at least one of the

By SALVATORE ZANCHA
AP Sports Writes

753-8355

Portland at Orlando. 7:30 p.m
New Jersey at Charlotte. 7:30 p.m
WasN ngton al Atlanta, 730 . p m.
Mani at Clevelend, 7:30 p.m
Philadelphia at Detroit. 7:30 p.m
Boston at Indiana, 7:30 p.m
Mleaukse at Chicago, 110 p.m
Phoenix at San Antonio. 130 p.m
Seattle al Denver. 9 p.m.
Houston at Utah, 9 pm.
Sacramento at LA Clippers, 1030 p.m
Wedneeday's Games
Now Jamey at Boston. 730 am
Atlanta at PNiadelpNa, 7.30 p.m
Indarta at WeaNngton. 7:30 pm
Portland at Mani, 730 p.m
Seattle at Minneada. 1 p.m.
New York at lAilwaukse, 530 pm
Denver at Dallas, 8,30 p.m.
Utah at Golden Stitt 1030 pin
LA Liters at Sacramento. 1030 p.m

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Wednesday
Night is
Family Night

isHoia;
Kids 12 and Under
Eat Free!*
Beginning at 4 p.m.
*Limit two (2) kid's meals
from kid's menu with
each adult meal purchase.
(Free kid's meal does not include drink or dessert)
Dine-in Only

Hwy. 841 North

753-92k7

EAST
Delaware 63, Boston U 66
Drexel 79, Northeastern 73
George Washington 71. West Virginia 68
Soon Hall 66, Geoncrn 56
Citadel 66. VAS 53
Davidson 00, E. Tennessee St 75
DA. 91. N. Carotins St 02
Georgia Southern 75. Moretti' 72
North Cwolna 711, Virginia 58
MIDWEST
DePaul 70, Noire Dame 62
In:tans 93, Purdue 71
Nebraska 76, Mlasoun 75
SOUTHWEST
Housion 99. Louisville 51
FAR WEST
Arizona 70, Cincinnell 60
Arizona St IS, Memphis St. 76

Racer

Basketball

•
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 Sycamore

CID,M SP
P.01
Gass'
WEAR BLUE & GOLD
TO THE GAME!

1993 DODGE

Ej

KOTA L.E.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car and truck company."

,1PEPPERS
2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

411111=11111311NWW....

0

Jeep
Look

0
Onclye
uri

Murray State vs. Tennessee State
Tonight, Racer Arena, 7:30 p.m.
Lady Racers at 5:15 p.m.
•••

Win a 4-day, 3-night trip to the Bahamas
at,
Pnces are
plus tax. title

license

Courtesy of va(4ition Station,.
"Porn-Pont Night" — Sponsored by The Racer Athletic Assoc.
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DeacUines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

010
020
025
030
040
050

ANNOUNCENIEN is
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thank.
In Memory
Lost & Found

SERVICES

51ISCELLANEOLS

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
060.
& Childcare
............Domestic
070

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

090
100

Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity

560

.Free Column

110

Instruction

570

Wanted

060

Mobile Homes For Rent

270

Mobile Homes For Sale

365

For Sale Or Lease

300

Buennese Rentals

420

Home Loans

310

Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

Apartments For Rent

435

Lake Property

Rooms For Rant

440

Lots For Sale

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

For Rent or Lease

460

Homes For Sale

060

060
Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

MURRAY Calloway County
Park Board requests bids
on construction of a maintenance building to be
erected in the Murray Calloway County Park Specifications may be obtained at
the Park Office, 10th &
Payne St, Murray, Ky
42071 Bidding deadline
12noon March 15,1993
Phone (502) 762-0325

91ElICII9N1)1SE

s91.4 •••:

\

285 Mobile Home Lots For Rant

280

I IL9NSPORIA1 ION
Motorcycles 320
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars 330
Vans
Used Trucks 340
Campers
Boats & Motors 360

L*901
Nonce

LaPi
Notice

L•gal
Notice

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

la NI. I

REAL ESTATE RENTAL

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

no

010

010

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. S a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

120
230
250 .._
290
530

190 ................... Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
370
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
Feed & Seed
550

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Ti. will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion_ Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be
made.

753-1916

EARNIERS MARKE I

120 ----------Computers
130 ________For Salo Or Trade
140
Want To Boy
150 .
.Articles For Sale
155
Appliances
160
Home Furrushirigs
Antiques
165
170.
Vacuum Cleaners
180
Sewing Machines
195 ....
Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
Firewood
220
Musical
240
Miscellaneous
260
TV & Radio
380
Pete & Supplies

Display Ads
25.00 Column Inch
Display Ads
40% Discount bid Rum
60% Dumont 3rd Run
(All 3 Ads Must Ran Within 6 Dray Period)
SI 75 per column inch mil for Tuesday Shopping Guide)

Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st
day. be per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Thes. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

060

060
Help
Wanted

Classified Ad Rates

E111111.52211MS

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

DEADLINES

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

Hsko
Wanted

MEDICAL laboratory assistant wanted for doctor's
office Experience required
Send resume to PO Box
1040R Murray, Ky 42071

PROFESSIONAL Secret- SUMMER employment
ary needed for progressive Certified teachers for sciBenton-area business The ence. math, English. social
of preference studies, reading, & compucandidate
Fried
Kentucky
should have proven office ters. Bachelor degree in
Chicken is looking for
Apply in Person at
valid high
a few good employees
MURRAY Board of Educa- experience, pc computer education,
certification &
interested in a career
tion is currently accepting skills, excellent telephone school (9-12)
working with
and advancement. If
applications for the position technique, positive attitude, experience
623 So. 4th,
students
disadvantaged
part
become
to
desire
a
and
you're willing to work
of Temporary Full-time
of
Murray
you may be ready to
Computer Lab Aide at Mur- of an exciting industry We preferred Send letter
join our team at the
No phone calls.
ray High School Applicant offer a competitive wrap, application, resume.,
of
Murray & Mayfleld
should be familiar with excellent benefits and names & phone numbers
cerof
copy
&
environFried
working
references
2
pleasant
Kentucky
$400
MS—DOS and wordEARN UP TO
020
Chicken Restaurant.
ment. Send resume with tification to Upward Bound,
processing applications
WEEKLY We need 20 enWe offer competiInterested persons should salary requirements to T. Murray State University,
thusiastic money motiNotice
tive income and insurvated people for easy tele- COMMERCIAL plumbing pick up application at Mur- Pickett, 76 N Main Street, Murray, Ky 42071, by
ance, plus incentive
March 19, 1993 MSU does
phone work in our Murray contractor hiring licensed ray Board of Education, Ky 42025 EEO-PWF
our
for
bonus
not discnminate on the baami
time,
Full/part
Ky
Murray,
St,
office
Poplar
814
plumbers.
journeyman
Nlicrrma‘(•
managers.
sis of race, color, national
pm shift available No ex- Must have commercial ex- 42071 Deadline for acWe are looking for
Repair - All
ity, origin, sex or handicap
perience We train Apply perience and references cepting applications is Frimanager trainee. Full
BR kNi)s
now for immediate work
day, February 26, 1993
by
determined
be
to
Pay
you
If
and part-time.
10am-6pm Tues-Fri at experience and references
are energentic, enthuNO experiences $500 to
Ward Fikins
1619-121 Bypass, Murray
Call (502) 554-3132.
siastic and like people
$900 weekly/potential proBuilding
Showcase
Old
753-1 7 13
we would like to meet
CONSTRUCTION workers cessing FHA mortgage reyou. Come grow and
EXPERIENCED man for new duplexes for a few funds Own hours
prosper with an estabneeded for foundation & months work Framers and 1-502-646-0503 Ext 429
AURORA Pizza Magic Gefood service
lished
block laying for house con- roofers needed Must be 24 hours
pizza,
nuine hand tossed
business. Apply in
struction 753-3018
fresh salads, sandwiches,
hard working, energetic, PARK Rangers, Game
person at KFC, Murgyros Open all year at
HOUSE Inspectors No dependable, & able to work wardens, security, mainteor
Mayfield
and
ray
5pm Closed Mon and
exp necessary Up to $800 without supervision Must nance, etc No exp necessend resume to 1209
474-8119,
Tues
Knights of Columbus Hall
Murray,
wkly. Will train. Call have own transportation sary For info call (219)
Kirkwood,
1-800-649-3804.
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
219-769-6649, ext H-239, 753-3018
Ky 42071. No phone
769 6649 EXT 7159 8am
calls.
8am to Bpm, 7 days
south io Sq. Hole Road, nght on Sq. Hale Road 1/4 mner
DO you need a JOB, or do to 8pm 7 days
you need help in making PART time employment
NON PROF il ORGANI/ATION
OPEN 10 THE PIJBI
30000000000CCOCa
positive advances for the Meat dept of local grocery
Kentucky
HOUSE
DOLL
x
P.O. Box 1033 Murray
753-0466
x
JOB
22
have
We
future?
store Previous experience
Fried
CAFIC
OPENINGS for people be- helpful, but will train right
Chicken
Exotic Dancers
X tween the ages of 16-22 person 753-9881 ask for
x
Hey. 79 East Paris, Tenn
you are not in Mark
A years, if
ant
p.m-2
6
-Sat.
Mon.
BABYSITTER needed for X
school. Call 753-9378 five
X
901-6474297
weekends from 2 00 11 00 X
days a week between
X=0000000000= 800arn-3 00pm. We are an RYTHEM & lead guitar
Call 753-4062
looking for a drumTobacco Plants—
EOE. This project is funded players
player to start a
by the Western Kentucky mer & base
'Burley
Age 13-16
band
The only man a
Private Industry Council•Dark Fired
753-2330
girl can count
JTPA.
'Air Cured
needed for
SUBSTITUTE
on is her daddy.
EARLY Intervention Prog-Individual
Murray Ledger & Times
in
Master's
ram Specialist
&35.00 per thousand
county route carrier Pays
-Partnership
Early Childhood/Special
well Call 753-5350 Ask for
Mac
I love you,
Wilford
Education desired. Must
-Corporation
Shane
Route 6
Bus.: 247-1622
guess who?
have knowledge and exMayfield, KY 42066 Res.: 247-5447
Kentucky
with
perience
BRIDAL registry-House of
early intervention services,
Lloyd's Decor & More
Certified Public Accountant
resources, and regulations.
Wedding & shower gifts
Must have experience in
Beuatitul selecnon of home
204 South Sixth Street
interagency collaboration
furnishing and morel Call
Murray, KY 42071
and have background in
753-3638 today and refamily-focused intervencieve a free gift
tion Travel required Qualified applicant will assist in
implementation of a temLEARN TO DRIVE
porary university-based regional technical assistance
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
grant Send letter of appliNoisurfoe&rir
Antiques & Gifts
cation, vita, transcripts, and
three letters of recommenNew to Murray — Graniteware (dishwasher &
4:j:4F:rig:walALLIANCE
020
020
dation to Moira Fallon,
TRACTOR • TRUER MANG CENTERS
oven safe). Red, green, blue, & black swirled
LEBANON,T N
Ph D., Department of Spepattern. Table runners, placemata & napkins.
Notlos
Notice
cial Education, Murray
Coca-Cola items, Battenburg lace is here. ChristState University, Murray,
mas corner all year.
Ky 42071 Applications ac[Gift certificates & Bridal Registry,
cepted until position is
CAPS printed for campaign ROGER Hudson Hauling
filled MSU does not discrior business $2 00/ea Hudson Horse and Clo121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
minate on the basis of race,
753-9212
thing Supply 753-4545
Wed-Sat 10AM-5PM Sun 2-5PM
color, national origin, sex.
1-800-334-1203
or disability in its programs
or activities For information, contact the MSU
NEED a hair cut. perm
America's Second Car
Equal Opportunity Office,
color, or tang Call Hair502/762-3155
works or Golden Image
753-7455
EARN $500 OR MORE
needed for home health
Weekly stuffing envelopes
(11 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)
Send long SASE to Cozzy
for
per
contract
visit
Coast
to
Locations Coast
Horne Shoppers PO Box
CANCER '
224 Dept M27, McKenzie,
HALEY'S AUTO SALES
INSURANCE
Tn 38201
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
No age limit to apply If
Contact: Debbie Sanders, RN
Western WaterKentucky
your present policy is
112 SO. 12th
Office: 753-6910
land
accepting applinow
is
Henry
County
Medical
Center
10
over
years old, it
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
cations for the position of
may not cover some of
Home Health Service
executive director. InterLowest Rates in Town,
the newer treatments
ested persons should consuch as chemotherDaily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
903 East Wood St.
tact KWW office in Grand
apy For free informaRivers, Ky at 928-4411.
Paris, TN 38242
tion call
A meeting of the local Emergency Planning Committee will be held Tuesday, FEBRUARY 23, 4:00 PM at the George Weaks
Community Center in the United Way
Conference Room at 607 Poplar Street.
Pursuant to Section 324, Title III of the
1986 Federal Superfund Amendments and
Re-authorization Act (SARA) of 1986 (PL
99-499), the following information is provided in compliance with the Community
Right-To-Know Requirements of the SARA
Law, and the Open Records Provisions of
Kentucky Revised Statues.
Members of the public may contact the
Calloway County Emergency Planning
Committee by writing Peggy Billington,
Chairman of the Calloway County Planning
Committee, 607 Poplar St., George Weaks
Community Center, Murray, Ky. 42071, or
contact can be made by telephone at 7531421.
The Calloway County Emergency Planning Committee conducts meetings at
George Weaks Community Center,607 Poplar Street, or at other locations, in accordance with the Kentucky Open Meetings
Law. Members of the public may request to
be notified of regular or special meetings as
provided in KRS 61.820.
Records of the Planning Committee, including the County Emergency Response
Plan; Material Safety DATA sheet; and
Inventory forms or follow-up emergency
notices may subsequently be issued to be
open for inspection. Members of the public
who wish to review these records may do so
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday at the George Weaks Community
Center,607 Poplar Street,as required by the
Kentucky Open Records Law.
The local 24-hour telephone number for
purposes of emergency notification, as required by SARA, is 753-1621.
FACILITIES WITH HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE(S) OF 10,000 LBS. OR MORE,
I.E., 1500 GALLONS GASOLINE, ARE
REQUIRED TO SUBMIT MATERIAL
SAFETY DATA SHEETS (ONE TIME
ONLY); EACH MARCH I SUBMIT TIER II
REPORTS AND USER FEES. FACILITIES
WITH EXTREMELY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE(S) ABOVE THRESHOLD PLANNING QUANTITY, I.E. PARATHION 100
LBS., ARE REQUIRED TO SUBMIT
MSDG(S) (ONE TIME ONLY); EACH
MARCH I SUBMIT TIER II REPORTS,
USER FEE FUNDS AND UPDATE TO
FACILITY RESPONSE PLAN.

,

-7•

HELP
WANTED

Produce Dept.
Manager
Needed

D&T Foods

CABLEVISION has two
part-time Customer Service Representatives available Qualified candidates
should have previous office
and computer experience,
good telephone skills, enjoy working with people and
be willing to work a flexible
schedule including
weekends and holidays
Send resume to G LeMaster, 76 North Main Street,
Benton, Ky 42025 EEO-m/

ir

MACS GREENHOUSE

INCOME TAXES

Happy 50th

JERRY W. WILSON

/53-4153

lassitied Ad
Sale!

• By Way of the
Grapevine

-

-

- February Only -

Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

- •r

FREE

PHYSICAL THERAPIST

ticiluDuckling
„
6.402103s.

IMMEDIATELY

H C

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

A Ai
•
.""-•

lfyou are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on a "guaranteed issue" basis (no health questions)
and the policies will be issued at the
lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

753-4199

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"•..4 .Dcai

ia

C

901/642-7600

SON ,n8.

REGISTERED NURSES
nsn
Lost
And Found

Sign-on bonus:
$1,000 nights; $500 days
We're growing and so is our need for nurses.

Current openings:

FOUND near Welch s Sand
& Gravel 641 N Black &
white small dog Possible
Corgie mix 435-4366

RN Charge Nurse: Med-Surg all shifts

LOST 2-8 93. 4 pocket
watches in box From 94 &
280 to Murray Call
753-5155 Reward

LPN's & CNA's

REWARD $25 for the re
turn of dark smokey grey
female cat Has white feet &
white on neck & stomach
753 5753
SMALL puppy, wound 2
months, found Will be a
small dog Black with tan
accent Needs a home Call
753 7078

Staff RN-CCU; all shifts
Basic CCU course offered
Various shifts, no sign-on bonus but
an excellent benefit package

Contact: Pat Willis-Hauck:
(901) 644-8256

H IC HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER
Tyson Avenue
Paris, Tennessee 38242

KNOTH'S Bar-b-quo is now
taking applications for all
positions Apply in person
on Wednesday, Feb 24.
from 10am to 4pm
LABORATORY technician
to work in Medical Group
Practice Day time hours,
must be certified Contact
Paula Shelton at MorganHaugh Clinic. Mayfield
247-8100
LOCALLY owned firm
seeks independent contractors to travel nationwide
as buyers All expenses
paid plus $125/ day Will
train Send resumes to
Buyers. PO Box 309, Murray. Ky 42071.
NEEDED bright, innovative
person for responsible posloon in retail sales Must
have pleasant co-operative
attitude and be willing to
learn Salary is 6 00/hr minimun Send resume to PO
Box 10400, Murray, Ky
42071

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
✓ Ads must run three consecutive
days.
V No changes will be made in copy.
✓ Paid days will run first.
V No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

SAVE!

Call

753-1916
to place your ad.

•
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CIASSIFIEDS
Lets

Homes
For Sale

For Sok
SUMMER employment.
Resident advisors for 6
week program. Must be 21
yrs of age, have completed
2 yrs college with cummulatrve 2.50 GPA, UB & resident advisor experience
preferred. Send letter of
application, resume,
names & phone numbers of
2 references & copy of Vanscnpt to Upward Bound,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky 42071, by
March 19, 1993. MSU does
not discriminate on the besis of race, color, nationality, origin, sex or handicap.

16 FT wooden garage door
$325. 759-4421
BOGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. 7594828.
CONVENIENCE store
equipment for sale. Ice
cream machine, slush machine & juice machine
753-7333.
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair. Uniforms
arid sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121, Murray. 753-6981.

WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus NEW complete door &
weekly. Doll House Cafe, frame assembly 28x69,
Paris, TN. 642-4297, cost $132 asking $60. Like
new garbage disposal $25.
6Prn-2ani.
Grill gas tank $4.435-4043.
ii"r1

Daassede
& Mikan
I will do light house work.
Call 436-2052.

SUNTAN beds, new &
sed
U
Home or commercial units.
Financing available.
753-9274, 1800-540-9790.

14x70 CLAYTON 2br, 2
bath on rented lot near
Kirksey 753-8311 or
489-2694.
1969 12x70 3BR trailer,
new furnace & hot water
heater For sale or take
over payment. 496-8974 or
435-4393 after 5pm.
2BR mobile home manufactured in the 1980's. Central A/H $6800. Call
753-7953.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp. $375. 100 amp $325.
435-4027.
OVERSTOCKED on used
12 wides, all must go,some
in need of repair Prices
starting at $1495 also 14's
and doubles. Gateway Mobile Homes, Benton, Ky
Ph, 527-1427.
REPOSSESSED: 14x70
Bayview (northern built)
Bank's loss, your gain. Approx. $500 dwn $200 per
month Gateway Mobile
Homes, ph 527-1427.

person,
WILL do house cleaning. SPA, 5
reliable and experienced. 6'7-x6'10-x35, 2hp pump
for 5 jets, light, ozone, air,
Call Linda 759-9553.
cover, and redwood steps. SHOW Homes Special.
WILL do house cleaning, 2 years old. $2950. Call Don't wait, only 3 left 1993
have references. Call 753-3488.
14x60, 2br,front kitchen, all
474-2131 ask for Betty or
electric, $13,900 1993
leave message, will call STORE equipment. Chest 16x80, 3br, 2 bath.
type ice cream box with $18,900. 1993 28x60, 3br,
back.
sliding glass doors. Upright 2 bath, vinyl siding, 2x6
2dr cooler box. $350/ea. walls, fireplace and more,
489-2121, 6am-6pm. After $35,900. 641 North, BenPinson
6pm 489-2280.
Wanted
ton, Ky. 527-5253 Lakeland
Quality Homes, Inc.
HOUSES to dean, good TRUCK load of fiberglass,
many
colors,
starting
references, reliable, & exTWO 1993 14x70 Prestige
$3.50/sheet & up. Paschall (northern built) Make offer,
perienced. 753-5474.
Salvage. 'A mile so. of will be sold at some price.
SEWING jobs wanted, in- Hazel, Ky. 498-8964.
Ph 527-1427 or see at
cluding formal wear.
Gateway Mobile Homes,
WATERBED
tobacco
753-1061
plants. $35/thousand. Call Inc
evenings, 328-8204.
TWO mobile homes joined

Home
Furnishings

ESTABLISHED antique
business (have many consignors), good earnings,
brick/alum- 4900 sq ft
bldg.-good condition & location. Cat Kopperud Realty 753-1222 for info and
showing. MLS*4641.

4PC country collection bedroom suite. Solid pine. Features 4 post queen size
waterbed with baffeled
mattress, dresser with mirror, chest of drawers and
tables, all finished in honey
PIZZA INN: seeking qualipine. Solid new $2500. Will
fied franchises. Carry-out'
sacrifice for $950. Also antidelivery and full service re
que cherry table $50.
staurants. Easy to open 753-4260
leave message.
and operate. 110 franchises sold in the last 12 BATHROOM vanity tops,
months. For info call (800) bathtubs, showers, doors,
mirrors, etc. Come see our
880-9955
showroom. 612 S. 9th St.
753-5719 Thornton Tile &
Marble.

to provide 4br, 2'A baths
and large den. Loads of
room for the growing or
larger family. Central h/a, 2
car carport, 3 outbuildings.
217x235 lot. $35.000.
MLS* 4575. Contact Kopperud RE 753-1222.
280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
2BR, no pets 753-9866
2BR, water and appliances
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking distance to college. 753-5209.
300

386 ZENITH Super Sport
laptop. 2 meg ram, 120
meg hd with portable
printer. Bank payoff, obo.
Call 753-3742 after 7pm.

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. Call 753-9433
after 5pm.

1109 Pogue Ave.
759-9940
Clean Used Furniture, Appliances, and Misc. Items
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo
210
Firewood

A FIREWOOD for sale
ANTIQUES,used furniture, 437-4667
glass, quilts & tools. Ph FIREWOOD. 436-5598.
753-5852 or 753-3907.
WOOD for sale, 753-9745.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
PIANO tuning. John
CASH paid for non-working Gottschalk, 753-9600.
VCRs. Call 437-4159.
WASHBURN electric
USED mobile home reaso- acoustic guitar with cut-anably priced. OK if they way. New with case & lifeneed some work. time warranty. 759-1622.
901-247-5635.
110

Ardclee
Pot Sala
10'x10' ROLL up used door
$175. Large stock of
treated deck & patio lumber
cheap! Paschall Salvage,
V. mile so. of Hazel, Ky.
498-8964.

RATS OR MICE? Buy Enforcer Products Guaran
teed! To kill rats & mice.
Available at Murray True
Value Home & Auto Centers North Side Shopping
Center.

18x33x4 ABOVE ground
pool. All acessories included $1450. You move
435-4165 after 5pm M-F.
KEN-TENN Investigations,
owner J.B. Wilburn,specializing in criminal, civil,
domestic and insurance investigations. 14 years law
2 WHEEL trailer 6x10, enforcement experience.
$275 4 wheel trailer, 6x 12, 502-436-6099. Licensed in
$450. 1200 gal plastic tank, Kentucky and Tennessee
$450. Goose neck tri axle
with left box bed, $2000.
753-5344.

2 CEMETARY plots at Murray Memorial Gardens.
$600. Call collect
901-787-7148 after 5pm.

BLEM light truck tires-16'
and 16.5. $65 each plus
FLEETWOOD 16x80
tax. Warehouse Torn, 400 1991
loaded. Take over payIndustrial Rd. 753-1111.
ments. 753-4114.

On call
24 hours / 7 days
Hawkins Research

753-7001

Bustiwss
Rentals

1NEU1A'S BARGAIN BIN

WS
Ill fllIIllIIlillllIIlI

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

32ft x 50ft BUILDING for
automotive work. Complete
with air compressor, gas
heat,3 phase electrical service, 4 overhead doors and
large office. 753-3018.
4 CAR clean-up shop, office, paved lot, air.
753-4309.
88FT x 50ft metal building
insulated, gas heat. Can be
used for 1 or 2 shops or
storage. Located at 406
Sunburg Circle. See Carlos
Black, Jr. at Black's Decorating Center or call
753-0839 or 436-2935.
FOR Rent-Business Retail
or Office Space in S. Side
Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612.
NURSERY with 2-28'x96'
greenhouse, good location
on 641 in Puryear, Tn
901-247-5635.
SHOP on 641 highway in
Puryear. 23x50', good location for retail store, flea
market, etc. 901-247-5635
120

1,2, & 3BR apts. & houses.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9669.
1BR apartment for rent
Hazel Apts., Hazel, Ky. You
must be 62, handicapped
or disabled. Rent based on
income. Equal Housing Opportunity. 527-8574 or
492-8721.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.,
2BR, l'A bath townhouse,
central h/a. All appliances
and lawn maintance furnished. $450/mo. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
28R, 1% bath brick duplex
19118 Wiswell Rd.
753-5344
2BR, 2bath, duplex, w/
garage, central gas heat.
Appliances furnished.
Available now. Coleman RE. 753-9898.

2

Duplex
BR
Northwood w patio & carport. Cent
H A. Stove, refrig
dishwasher, disposal, w d hookup
Bedrooms
have
15' Ig
closets.
Many kitchen cabinets. INCLUDES
PRISEPARATE
VATE
20x30
STORAGE BL DG
W OVERHEAD
DOOR. Ref. $400

2BR carpeting, drapes, ref.,
dishwasher, w/d hook-up,
central h/a, $335/mo. Deposit required. No pets.
753-9240.
2BR near MSU. Central
heat & air, available now.
$300/mo, appliances &
lawn maintenance furnished. Embassy Apts
753-9898.
APARTMENT in single
family dwelling area. 2br,
appliances, quiet area,
near university. $325/mo.
Call 753-8096 or 753-2633.

370
Livestock
HORSES for sale: Reg. OH
mare, dk bay, 15.1 hh, and
'A Arab 'A Saddlebred
gelding, bay, 14.1 hh., misc
tack. 753-1901 after 3pm
ROUND bales of Timothy
hay. 753-9268
380
Pets
& Supplies
2 MALE Beagle hounds for
sale $75 both 753-4053
after 5pm
AKC Scottish terrier, black
female 15mos. Adults pet
527-2931 afternoons

GATESBOROUGH Estates on County Cork,
$16,500. MLS8 3054
Sherwood Forest King Richard Dr., 3 lots,
$8-9000/ea. MISS 4272.
Baywood Vista, Baywood
Vista Dr., 5 lots,
$8.500/total MLSO 4462.
Contact Kopperud RE
753-1222.
.th0

Homes
For San
11.3 ACRES, neat brick
home, 3br, central h/c,
triple carport. Call Bob perrin RE Max 753-7653.
4BR, lbath, kitchen, LR,
DR, and utility room-2 car
garage-only 1 1/2 blocks
from MSU. $45,000
753-4464
4BR ranch, brick, 2 bath,
den w/fireplace. Bob Perrin, RE Max 753-7653.
BEST location in Gatesborough. 4br, 2'A bath, living
room, family room, formal
dining room, kitchen utility.
Brick & veneer 4 car garage, huge back deck,
swimming pool. 753-6291
after 4pm.

TEMPLE Hill Road. What a
nice place to come home
Tri-level brick home,
3br, 2 bath, central h/c,
upper $701. Cal Bob Perrin, RE Max 753-7653.

1906 CHEVY Conversion
van, raised roof, tv, icebox/
cooler, a/c, pis. p/b, new
new Ores, 3rd seat makes
bed, 1 captains chairs,
76xxx miles, one owner.
Priced reduced! May trade
for rural real estate
753-4359.

1992 CHEVY S-10 Tahoe.
V6, 2.81,a/c,rat, p/s. tinted
windows, 8,500 miles
753-5076 take over
payments
510

Campers
USED tires 195/70/14
Used
Goodyear Eagle GT, black
Trucks
wall, mounted and ba1971 CHEVY Cheyenne,
lanced. $125 + tax per set.
p/b, a/c, stereo, excelKey Auto Parts, Hwy 121 p/s,
lent condition $3700
South. 753-5500.
435-4250 or 753-5490 after
6Prn1979 CHEVROLET 51
. ton
4 wheel dr., new tires, good
condition. $2000 firm.
1972 IMPALA Coupe, low
436-2031.
mileage, extra clean inside
and out. Excellent condi- 1988 FORD Ranger. Extra
tion. $850. obo 759-1922. dean,am/fm, AC,5sp, OD
transmission, new tires.
1979 MALIBU Classic, Bought new in Mayfield, Ky.
!endow roof, pAv, pA, tilt, 43xxx miles. Can be seen
cruise 474-8878.
at Pittman Wheel & Tire,
1982 CUTLASS Ciera, 2dr North 4th St Murray.
$649. 753-9939.
1988 FORD Ranger $1400.
Used
Cars

1985 BUICK Riveria,
loaded with moon roof.
$3250. 759-9653 after
6pm.

1989 Ford Escort Wangon
LX $2900. 1986 Ford F150
p/u $2900. 1983 Ford E150
van conversion $4995.
753-4424 or 753-3632 after
5pm.

25FT WINNEBAGO Nice
474-8878
520
Soots
& Motors
1986 20FT pontoon, 45/op
Mercury. 40' fireplace insert 492-8360 after 4pm
530
&Moe
Offered
A-1 HAULING cleaning out
sheds, garages, attics, &
basements Free est.
4,36-2102 Luke Lamb
Al Lamb Brothers Quality
Tree Service, light hauling,
etc. Free estimates.
436-2102 ask for Luke
A-1 TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
trimming,tree removaltight
hauling. Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528.

1988 IROC Z28. Extra
FIXED rate, adjustable, VA dean Cruise, tilt, pAv, p/
CHARMING 2 bedroom, 2 BALL python snake with
and FHA loans at Hum- seats, 55xxx miles $9500. 1988 GMC pickup SLE, Al TREE Service. Stump
bath duplex with garage aquarium. $75 obo
phries & Assoc. Mortgage 901-247-3233 ask for step side, loaded, 38,000_ removal and spraying. Free
Northwood Drive Ap- 759-4680
$9500. 753-0062 or
Co in Paducah. Call Kenny Tony.
estimates. 753-0906 after
pliances furnished, washer/
753-9714.
BEAUTIFUL Dalmation Rose at 1-800-326-7634 or 1988 LEBARON 2dr, black,
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495.
dryer hook-up, central air
An equal loaded with everything, alu- 1989 CHEVY 350 Silver',tipples. Male and females 1-442-9929.
and gas heat $475 a
(901) housing lender
minum wheels, deck ado SWB loaded, new cus- ALL around lawn service
month, 1 month deposit, 1 $200 ea. Call
352-2416
after
5
spoiler,
turbo automatic, tom paint job, Boyd wheels, mowing, trimming, hauling,
FOR sale by owner Ranch
year lease No pets.
super
nice
car. Call after new tires, 74,XXX miles odd jobs, experienced. Call
753-2905.
DOG Day Afternoon dog style home near Kirksey.
$10,500. obo Call 759-1041 or 437-4703
4pm
753-6296
grooming All breeds, all Approx 9 miles from MurHOUSING near MSU for up
436-2765 after 7pm.
ALPHA Builders - Carpenray
Newly
remodeled
and
sizes Southside Shopping
1989 FORD Taurus, excel
to 4 students Available for
try, remodeling, porches,
handsomely decorated. lent condibon. 753-9268.
Center 759-1768
1989
CHEVY
S10,
black,
Spring Semester. Coleman
Approx 2000sq ft living
good condition, 60xxii. roofing, concrete, driveRE, 753-9898.
HAVE an obedient, safe space 3br, 2'A bath, great 1989 WHITE Grand Am SE
miles. Avg. retail $5300, will ways, painting, maintedog for show or home room, beautiful fireplace, low mileage, new tires, &
IMMEDIATE occupancy.
sell for $3950. 762-4230 nance, etc Free estimates.
Classes or private lessons. spacious kitchen, 2 car gar- well maintained 753-3862.
489-2303.
2br townhouse, all ap762-4230.
Serving Murray for over age, matching outside storpliances plus washer &
1991 DODGE Spirit ES
12yrs 436-2858
age building, 1 acre lot.
dryer. Screened porch, no
Turbo. Loaded, white,
Must
see
to
appreciate
deposit.
pets. $425/mo plus
PARAKEETS & finches
16xxx miles, like new,
Previously realty listed for
753-1266, 8am-5pm.
759-4119
$8850 obo 489-2022.
$96,000. Will sell in the low
LARGE efficiency apt. with WANTEDY Registered $80's. 753-9971.
CAR Stereo Installation
from
bath
1
block
separate
male Siberian Huskie for
753-0113. Sunset BouleCUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
ON
THE
MARKET.
FRESH
university. All utilities paid. stud 328-8037 after 4pm.
vard Music, Murray's AlCUSTOM WOODWORKING
Extremely attractive 3br, 2
$195/mo. 753-8802 before
pine Car Audio Specialist,
All Types Of:
bath
home
near
Murray
5Prn
430
Dixieland Center, 1 block
Custom Woodworking
High
tennis
courts
Home
Real
from MSU dorms
MUR-CAL Apartments now
totally redecorated, exEsters
accepting applications for
tremely nice condition. FOR Sale 1990 Chevy CaKitchen & Bath Cabinets
1, 2 and 3br apartments. 5000 SO ft building near Central gas heat, central
valier, 44xxx miles, am/fm
'Drop by & see our showroom
Phone 759-4984. Equal the lake 3 phase power
electric air. Offered in upper stereo, a/c, $5000
400 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
Housing Opportunity.
For sale by owner. $60's. MLS 4737. Contact 753-9240.
753-5040
Kopperud RE 753-1222.
NEW 2br townhouse, all 354-8690
MOVING must sell 1984
appliances furnished, in- FOR your real estate IF you are having a problem
Honda Accord, 5sp, power
cluding washer and dryer, needs, contact Wilson Re- selling your home, please windows, locks. Great gas
$450/mo. plus deposit. 1 alty at 302 So 12th, call me. I can offer full
mileage, $1500 obo. Call
year lease. Available im- 753-3263 Wayne Wilson
market price if you can be 437-3065 or 759-9811
mediately. 753-4573.
753-5086, broker; Pat Col- flexible on terms. Call
Service on WI brands: window air conditioners MUST sell immediately
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers NOW taking applications eman, 753-0818, associ- 753-9669.
1973 Impala, good basic
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
for Section 8 low rent hous- ate; Dan Miller, 435-4144,
transportation $500 obo
ing. Apply in person at associate & auctioneer.
NICELY designed and 753-4862.
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Southside Manor, 906 HUNTERS Paradise! 157 crafted, energy efficient,
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown
Broad St Extended, be- acre farm in Tennessee brick, 3br. 2 bath home
YOUR AD
tween 8am-12noon. No has both mature & young featuring greatroom w/
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
phone calls please. Equal forest Tendable acreage is fireplace, attached 18x30
COULD BE
pool
Housing Opportunity.
ground
above
garage,
753-5341 or 753-1270
in government set aside
HERE
plus patio and outbuilding
NOW taking applications program providing annual
Only minutes NW of MurCALL
for 1 & 2 bedroom subsi- income of $5600.3 ponds &
ray. $69,900. MLS *4730.
dized housing. Apply in per- abundance of wildlife MLS
753-1916
Contact Kopperud Realty
son at Murray Manor Apts, 4402 $69,500. Call Joan at
Kopperud
RE
753-1222.
1409 Duiguid Dr. No phone
calls please Equal HousKOPPERUD REALTY ofing Opportunity.
fers a complete range of
QUIET, spacious country Real Estate services with a
living. 2br duplex w/carport, wide selection of quality
gas heat,large closets. 2 mi homes, all prices.
out 94W, Gregory Drive. 753-1222.
$350/mo plus lease & de(Clip This Ad From The Paper
posit. No pets. 753-7951. MOVING to Kentucky or
anywhere nationwide, free
And Save For A Handy Reference)
TAKING applications for area information, RELO
section 8 rent subsidized agent: Joe Passantino,
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- SIRK & CO., Realtors
rooms, handicap accessi- 800-662-5651
or
ELECTRICAL OOKTRACT01111
ble. Equal Housing Oppor- 502-928-2287.
Brent Allen
Commercial and Residential • Licensed and Insur
tunity. Apply Hilldale Apts.
James C. Gallimore, Owner
1979
Hardin, Ky. or call RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
in Custom Homes • n AuelioNideo
Specializing
la
-%
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey.
502-437-4113.
Free Estimates
Installation ••Horne Automation
Jean Bird. Bel-Air Center.
Repair. Fletplooerm•nt, Installation
•
UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom 502 - 753 -SOLD,
apartment, deposit, lease, 1-800-369-5780.
B & W Pressure Clean
no pets. 113S 13th St. Call
ROBERTS Realty: CalloFtt 1, Box 127, Water Valley, KY 42085
753-3488
way County's oldest and
Residential Painting
All Types 01 Exterior. Cleaning
ilS4
most reliable real estate
Interior- Exterior
Concrete • WO • Cars • Trucks • Trailers • Boats
agency. For all your real
Houses
Phone 435-4268
FREE ESTIMATES * DEPENDABLE SERVICE
/t
i,IV
estate needs call them towm.. amity
.- _\ ._
For Rent
(502) 3564501
356-2610
(502)
42071
• day at 753-1651! Sycant 4 Bel 177A,'Amy, K.
more and 12th St
2BR, 1 bath in town. No
pets $250/mo. $250 depoDr. Mary Broeringmeyer
135
sit. 759-1519 leave
Chiropractor
Ulm
message.
Property
Call for an appointment
2BR, CHERRY Corner:
Stove & refrigerator. FINAL LAKEFRONT 110$300/mo., references and UIDAT101411 241' Barkley
deposit required. Call after Lake water frontage, 1.74
ac, only $24,900-Last one.
4pm. 753-3187.
Woods, view. Ready for
2 HOMES for rent. 2br, 1 vacation/retirement home
Remodeling, garages,decks,potches,concrete
bath. One in city & one in 2.9 acre lake access
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance
country. Call Bob Perrin, $4900-only 3 left. FinancCell Us Anytime
RE Max 753-7653.
ing. Call 800-858-1323.
Woodland Acres.
38R, 1'h bath. $400/mo
plus $300 deposit. NEW lake view home on 7
El Environmental
436-2818.
acres in Farmer's Cove.
Contractors
Soultiside of Blood River
Maintenance
4BR, $425/mo plus deponext to community boat
Underground Storage Tank
Specializing
In
sit. Call (618)533-2116
,
.,
•"N v
dock. Under construction
4-6pm.
Removal and Excavating Services.
1111
• All Types of Refuse Service
with basement. $44,500
• -4
'val.."... k•A
FOR sale or lease. 3br, 2 finished. TWIN LAKES
Murray,Hy.• 7634337 or 489-2240
1-800-585-6033
;
7 1.
bath condominium,low util- REAL ESTATE AND BUILla_ a et....,,...+ RemtA Manner
ities. 753-3293 after 6pm. DERS 753-0563

vs

Steele-Allbritten Inc.

Dial-A-Service

SEPTIC TANK SERVICE
RI ,, 759-1515 sin.

awhinore ractric

Gentry Painting Co. '. ?

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100

753-2962

owWayne Higgins Backhoe Service ALPHA BUILDERS
759-4685

Commercial Waste
Disposal

489-2303

S&

WILL TRADE Kentucky
lake lot 120'x90', for late
model pickup 436-2261
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20440/mo 759-4081
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 for more
information

Pt

SHOP for sale by owner.
2000 sq ft, office, 3 phase
current, gas-wood furnace,
cental air, 1 mile 3 tenths
east of Murray. 3.
1 acre,
10hp compressor, 5hp
compressor, 160 ft well.
$27,000. 753-0062 or
753-9714.

dep, $400 mo. No
pets. 753-3018

28R duplex in Northwood,
$325/mo. 759-4406.

One bedroom apt.
nicely
furnished
near campus.
Cal Owen
Food Market
7S3-4012

FOR lease:8000 sq ft commercial bldg, Hardin, Ky.on
hwy 1824,nat gas,3phase
power, paved parking.
527-8401

10
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Quad-state band festival
set for Feb. 25-27 at MSU

CLASSIFIEDS

.•
•
•-• ,

lip

AL'S hauling, yard work, FORREST Construction.
tree removal, mowing. Free Remodeling, additions, reestimates. 759-1683.
pair, painting, countertops,
general carpentry and blue
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
prints. 753-9688. 14 years
Kenmore. Westinghouse, experience
Whirlpool. 30+ years experience. BOBBY GEAR UP FOR SPRING!!
HOPPER. 436-5848.
Cal K.T. Lawn & Garden
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: Care and Equipment ReFactory trained by 3 major pair for the care your lawn
manufacturers. Most parts deserves. Specializing in
in stock, on my truck. Al service of nicitat lawn and
work and parts warranted. garden equipment GuarAsk for Andy at The Ap- anteed lowest rates in
pliance Works, 753-2455. town. Thirty day warranty
on parts and labor. Call
BACKHOE and Hauling 759-1322 or 762-4445 for a
Service. 753-1221 or free estimate. Ask about
753-1537.
our mid winter service special. Trained and certified
BACKHOE Service - ROY lawn and garden technician
HILL. Septic system, drive- with 10 years experience.
ways,hauling, foundations,
GENERAL Repair: plumbetc. 759-4664.
ing, roofing, tree work.
BACKHOE SERVICE
439-2642
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace- GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintment 759-1515.
ing. Free estimates. 18
BOB'S Plumbing Repair years experience. Local reService. AN work guaran- ferences. 436-2701.
teed. 753-1134.
GUTTERING By Sears:
BRYON'S LAWN SER- Sears residential and comVICE. Professional lawn mercial continuous gutters
care and maintance. Free installed for your specificaestimates. 753-4591.
tions Call SONS 753-2310
CARPORTS for car and for free estimate.
trucks. Special sizes for HADAWAY Construction:
motor homes, boats, RV's Home remodeling, paintand etc. Excellent protec- ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
tion, high quality, excellent floor covering. No job too
value. Roy Hill, 759-4664. small 436-2052.
CHARLIE Davidson. All HANDYMAN will do plumbtypes of roofing and re- ing,
electrical, carpentry
pairs Torch down rubber and general repair.
roofing. 753-5113.
753-0596.
CHIN Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191.

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding, windows, carports, and patio
enclosures. 753-0280.

K.B. ASSOCIATES. GenCOLSON'S Home Repair eral
construction, remodelRemodeling, carpentry, ing,
garages,decks, patios,
painting and plumbing.
interior trim. 753-0834.
436-2575 after 5pm.
KITCHEN CABINET RECOUNTERTOPS, custom.
COVERY existing doors &
Homes, trailers, offices.
frames with woodgrain forWulfts Recovery. Murray.
mica, all colors. Free esti436-5560.
mates. Wulff's Recovery
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating Murray. 436-5560.
and Cooling Service. ComLEE'S CARPET CLEANplete installation and service. Call Gary at ING. For all your carpet and
upholstery call 753-5827.
759-4754.
Free
estimates
DRYWALL, finishing, re- Emergency water removal.
pairs, additions and blowLICENSED for electric and
ing ceilings 753-4761.
gas. 753-7203.

PLUMBING reptimain wiI
same day service. CM
436-5255.
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking.
753-8056.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Cal
474-2307.
SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
installation, repair, replacement. Backhoe service.
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742.

Family Resource Center coordinator Donna Herndon accepts a
donation for the Angel Fund from Kiwanis president Bob Perrin.
Young children are a priority for the Kiwanis worldwide.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates. Day or night
753-5484.
T.C. Dinh Repair and Maintenance. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm.
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
TIMMY Gamble tree work.
247-1377.
ULTIMATE COMMUNICATIONS Satellite, direct
cable, antennas, telephone, programing, sales,
service, installation. Tim
Robertson 436-5682,
753-8060.
VCR Doctor, home repair
service. Minor malfunction
specialist. Pay for only repairs. No service charge.
For details,call 437-4159,7
days, anytime.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35. New location: Route 1,
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand
Tomorrow: Measure and countermeasure.
East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•K J 86 4 3
Q2
• 10
+ Q 973
WEST
EAST
•10
•V 543
VAK 987
•AK 97654
•Q 8 3
+54
+AK 862
SOUTH
•A Q 9 7 5 2
J 106
•J 2
+J 10
The bidding:
East
1 IP
5 NT

South
1•

West
2•

It was a remarkable hand in many
ways.Probably the most striking feature was that the bidding was identical at both tables! In each case,
East opened one heart, South overcalled one spade, and West bid two
diamonds.
At both tables, North jumped to
four spades(preemptive),whereupon
both Easts bid five notritinp.This was
the Grarid Slam Force; it agreed on
diamonds as the trump suit and directed West to bid seven diamonds if
he had two of the three top trump
honors.
Both Souths passed and both
Wests duly bid seven diamonds.The
grand slam in diamonds(worth 2,140
points)would undoubtedly have been
made,but at each table North,showing complete faith in the opponents'
bidding, sacrificed at seven spades.
This was doubled and went down
five-1,400 points-at both tables.
So in the end,the hand proved to be
a total washout!
Eventually,one team,from Texas,
triumphed overthe other,from Washington, D.C., by the smallest margin
possible. The final score in the 64deal match was 100 International
Match Points to99,an extremely low
score for that number of deals. Indeed,the bridge played by both teams,
as illustrated by the dealshown,was
magnificent.

North
4+

Pass
7•
7•
Dble
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead -king of diamonds.

What happens when an irresistible force meets an immovable object? There's no good answer to this
philosophical question, but, interWOULD like to have large estingly,there are times when a similawns or lots with little or no lar situation arises in bridge.
trimming to mow. 753-4725
Consider this deal played in the
Floyd McKenzie.
1977 U.S. Grand National learn
FENCE sales at Sears Championship. It occurred in the finow. Call Sears 753-2310 nal round of the event, when only
for free estimate for your two teams of an original entry of
needs.
8,000 remained in the contest.

High school musicians from five
stales will visit Murray State University Feb. 25-27 for the 45th
annual Quad-State Senior High
Band FestivaL
Coordinated by Dennis Johnson,
director of bands and orchestra at
Murray State. the festival will feature rehearsals,clinics,concerts and
exhibits and bring together more'
than 300 students from Kentucky,
Illinois, Tennessee, Indiana and
Missouri to compete for placement
in three concert bands.
Beginning Thursday, Feb. 25,
students will audition for chair
placement in one of the three concert bands. While the audition results are being tabulated, the MSU
Jazz Band I will perform. Guest
saxophone soloist Dale Underwood, member of the United States
Navy Band, will join the jazz band.
Following the concert, rehearsals
for the symphonic, blue and gold
bands will begin. Guest conductors
are:
-Mark D.Camphouse,associate
professor of music, director of instrumental ensembles at Radford
University in Virginia and an accomplished trumpet player.
-Bruce Moss, director of bands
at Eastern Illinois University where
he teaches graduate conducting,and
conducts the Symphonic Wind Ensemble, Concert and Marching
Bands.
-Christopher D. Hayes, assistant director of bands at Murray
State where he conducts the Symphonic Band, Marching Band, Pep
Band and one jazz band, as well as
teaching courses in music education
and jazz appreciation.
The schedule for Friday,Feb. 26,
will include more rehearsals plus
additional instrument clinics with
members of the Murray State music
faculty. A special concert by the
MSU Wind Ensemble with guest

Calloway County schools
plan breakfast program
Any student who begins his
school day hungry is automatically
disadvantaged. "I have a headache","My stomach hurts" are comments from children which are all
too familiar to teachers and school

Horoscopes

Apples
to
.Oranges

4

Think About It...
The Murray Ledger & Times has been your"Local Newspaper"for
nearly 114 years.
Can any other media say that?
We are the established daily newspaper with over50employees who
eat, sleep and purchase everyday needs in Murray and Calloway
County.
We are here because of you and are here for you.
If you have a problem, you can call us immediately. If you have a
change to be made,you can call us immediately. We are rightin your
own backyard to serve you!
A

So...when "other" media approach your business, consider "who is
the established media to work with...the Murray Ledger & Times
(8,000) and the Murray Ledger & Times Shopping Guide (9,000).
We will stand behind our products, every day of the year.
If you find your business being approached by every 1 aggressive
salesperson around...just remember,consider who will be there for
you at your convenience whatever your media needs.
We are the Quality Information Source Committed To
Serving Our Community!
Think About It!

Murray Ledger & Times

soloist Dale Underwood will highlight the evening, beginning at 8
p.m. in MSU's Lovett Auditorium.
The performance is free to all
Quad-State
participants
and
directors.
Rehearsals for the three bands
continue Saturday.Feb.27. A director's clinic will be conducted by
Tom Vanarsdel, MSU music faculty
member. Then, at 2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, the culminating concert of the three-day festival begins
and features selections from all
three Quad-State bands. Again, the
program is free and open to the
public.
Participating high schools include: Allen County-Scottsville
(Ky.); Briarcrest, Memphis, Tenn.;
Bruceton Central(Tenn.); Caklwell
County (Ky.); Calloway County
(KY.); Carlyle (KY); Carnii White
County (III.); Caverna (Ky.);
Christian County (KY.); Crittenden
(KY.); Dawson Springs(Ky.); Dyer
County (Tenn.); Edmonson County
(Ky.);
Elizabethtown
(Ky.);
Evangelical Tenn.); Fulton County
(Ky.); Graves County (Ky.); Halls
(Tenn.); Heath (Ky.); Henderson
County (Ky.); Henry County
(Tenn.); Hickman County (Ky.);
Hopkinsville (KY.); Johnston City
(Ill.); Joppa (ILL); Livingston Central (Ky.); Lone Oak (Ky.); Lyon
County (Ky.); Mattoon (Ill.); Mayfield (Ky.); McLeansboro (III.);
Model Laboratory (Ky.); ML Vernon Senior (Ind.); Muhlenberg
North (Ky.); Murray (Ky.); Obion
County (Tenn.); Peabody (Tenn.);
Pinckneyville Community (Ill.);
Providence (Ky.); Reidland (Ky.);
St. Vincent (Mo.); South Fulton
(Tenn.); South Oldham (Ky.);
Stewart County (Tenn.); Trigg
County (Ky.); Union County (Ky.);
Vienna (Ill.); Warren Central(Ky.);
Warren East(Ky.); Waverly Central
(Tenn.) and West Hopkins (Ky.).

TUESDAY,FEBRUARY 23,1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE you well in a puzzling work or famiNEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: ly situation. Member of opposite sex
Your hard work will lay the ground- seems overly materialistic. You
work for a golden future. April finds learn about the future by looking at
you making long-term choices relat- the past.
ed to your finances and career. WritVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
ers and artists will be more creative Others make new demands today.
than ever as summer approaches. In Influential people are willing to
September, a new agent could mean make concessions, but there could
the difference between your career be strings attached. You may want
standing Still or advancing by leaps to review the situation before comand bounds. Singles can expect a mitting yourself.
newcomer to set their hearts aflutter
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Look
in • late fall. Family members prove before you leap! Even your best
their loyalty in December.
financial guess might not bridge the
CELEBRITIES BORN ON chasm now. Resist the urge to
THIS DATE: actor Peter Fonda, merge funds. Write letters, make
singer Johnny Winter, outfielder key appointments and think positive.
Bobby Bonilla. football player
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Edward "Too Tall- Jones.
Working partnerships are fine, proARIES (March 21-April 19): An vided you avoid forcing issues. Do
older person begins to appreciate not antagonize someone with radical
your friendship and generosity. You ideas. Some inside information
Will find this person enduringly
comes your way. Use it wisely.
loN al. Indulge in happy memories
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
s.% hen vou need them..
21): Unusual ideas or specialized
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): knowledge could lead you to finanYou may. feel slightly out of kilter cial speculation. Avoid going overemotionally. Stick to routine chores board. Your work is serious yet
early in the day. A financial situa- enjoyable. Remain true to old values
tion improves 11 ith the arrival of the and routines.,
mail. A new friend displays fits of
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
temper.
19): You can boost your financial
GEMINI May 21-June 20): security by taking a complete invenYou may. be planning to do some- tory of your assets now. Work runs
thing special tonight. Your poise smoothly. You have a knack for
and charm will win you many com- recycling clever ideas.
pliments. Share expenses if dining
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
out in a pricey restaurant. In New financial rewards are part of
roma'nce, move ahead with confi- the picture. Share the wealth with
dence.
your loved ones. Teamwork will
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Be provide best results. Be receptive to
practical. Face up to the reality of an suggestions.
unhappy. situation and take steps to
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
remedy it. If single, you may be in Behind-the-scenes talks could lead
for a pleasant surprise tonight. A to new income for you, or land you
change of scenery is favored.
an item of real value. The communiLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your cation lines light up this afternoon
powers of observation will serve and evening.

.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are idealistic, spiritual and highly intuitive.
They are especially vulnerable to criticism and teasing. Wise parents will
guide these children with a gentle hand while encouraging them to resist
peer pressure. If harsh reality is repugnant to these Pisces, they may escape
into their own fantasy world. Many brilliant artists, writers and musicians
, share this birthday. Although these Pisces are uninterested in accumulating
great wealth. their talents often bring them a very comfortable income.
o.ed and updated cop. ol Jcane Doom'. Irest,elling book "Yesierd.o. Todo and Fore,' ei 110,
cao leelp YOU find 'four Place in God'. Plan. 'end S5.(13 Mu. SI posialie and handling
Km U.1,
4,11 t 'illtireNs and %Mee!. P0. Box 419159. Kan•ao City. Mo. 64141 Make Lhet4.• pa•iank• 10
Andre•••..041 %Med I

personnel. They may signal that the
child is hungry.
Calloway County schools will
launch a month long breakfast
promotion during March, National
Nutrition Month. This promotion,
"Wake up the Kids to Breakfast",
will encourage students to get a
better start on the day by eating
breakfast at home or at school.
Several studies have shown that
children who eat breakfast perform
and behave better in school than
children who are hungry. One
Massachusetts study concluded that
students who were fed breakfast
performed better on tests than when
they missed breakfast. Other studies have found that children who
start the day with a good breakfast
are less disruptive in the classroom.
Responsiveness, participation and
general disposition have been
shown to improve in children who
eat breakfast and lunch, rather than
lunch only. Unfortunately, another
study showed that 48 percent of
girls and 32 percent of boys in a
national surv
ey ofeight and tenth graders had not
eaten breakfast on five or more days
during the preceding week.
The March school promotion is
designed to increase students'learning and physical performance by
making sure they begin the day with
a well-rounded, nutritionally sound
breakfast. To increase awareness of
the school breakfast program, televised breakfast commercials will be
shown,stickers and coloring sheets
will be given to elementary students
and a weekly grand prize drawing
will be held at all schools for
students who have eaten school
breakfast every day the preceding
week.
Breakfast is served at all Calloway County schools from 7:30 am.
until class begins. Daily menus
include milk, juice, and cereal or a
breakfast sandwich. The per meal
price is 55 cents at the elementaries
and 65 cents at the middle and high
schools. Students who receive free
lunch receive free breakfasts, and a
reduced charge is available for those
who pay for reduced lunches.
Approximately one-third of all Calloway County students currently eat
breakfast at school.
For more information on the
Breakfast program, contact your
local school.

ETEltrinri
Volunteer.

Read the classifieds daily

American Heart Association
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Today in History

Looking Back

Today is Monday, Feb. 22, the 53rd day of 1993. There are 312
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 22, 1732, the first president of the United States, George
Washington. was born at his parents' plantation in the Virginia
Colony.
On this date:
In 1630, English colonists in America got their first taste of
popcorn.
In 1784. a U.S. merchant ship, the Empress of China, left New
York City for the Far East.
In 1819, Spain ceded Florida to the United States.
In 1865, Tennessee adopted a new constitution abolishing slavery.
In 1879, Frank Winfield Woolworth opened a five-cent store in Utica, N.Y.
In 1973, 20 years ago, the United States and Communist China
agreed to establish liaison offices in Beijing and Washington.
In 1980, in a stunning upset, the United States Olympic hockey
team defeated the Soviets at Lake Placid, N.Y., four goals to three.
(The U.S. team went on to win the gold medal.)
Ten years ago: Illinois Congressman Harold Washington won Chicago's Democratic mayoral primary on his way to becoming the city's
first black mayor. The federal government offered to buy out the town
of Times Beach, Mo., because of dioxin contamination.
Five years ago: In Lebanon, the kidnappers of U.S. Marine Lt. Col.
William R. Higgins released a videotape in which Higgins asked the
U.S. to meet his abductors' demands. Bonnie Blair of the U.S. won
the women's 500-meter speed-skating event at the Winter Olympic
Games in Calgary, Canada.
One year ago: President Bush renewed his attack on a Democratic
tax plan, saying in a radio address that congressional Democrats were
choosing "politics over duty." At the Winter Olympics in Albertville,
France, American speedskater Cathy Turner won the women's
500-meter race.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Robert Young is 86. Producer-actor Sheldon Leonard is 86. Senator Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., is 61.
Retired basketball star Julius Erving is 43. Actress Drew Barrymore is
18.
Thought for Today: "The crude commercialism of America, its
materializing spirit, are entirely due to the country having adopted for
its natural hero a man who could not tell a lie." — Oscar Wilde,
Irish-born dramatist (1854-1900).

Ten years ago
Calloway County Schools are
out for a week because of the
outbreak of flu and other ailments. The Board closed the
schools on Feb. 21 after hearing
that more than 17 percent of the
students were absent that day.
David McCuiston and Sherita
Greer were named as king and
queen of Black History Week at
Murray High School.
Robert Wade of Franklin, past
president of Kentucky Farm
Bureau, was featured speaker at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Kelley D. Farris,
Feb. 10.
Murray State University Racers
beat Middle Tennessee 80 to 69
in a basketball game at Murfreesboro, Tenn. Glenn Green was
high team scorer for Murray.
Twenty years ago

Serving as officers of Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association are Justine Story,
Hall McCuiston, Virgil Grogan
and Mary Smith.
Rita Burton has been named as
Valentine Queen of Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi sorority.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Wiggins
Brooks, Feb. 15; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Thomas Clark,
Feb. 17.
Elaine Eversmeyer showed
slides of her family's trip to
Alaska at a meeting of Calloway
County 4-H Teen Club held at
Calloway County Extension
Office.
Mrs. Edgar Morris and Mrs.
K.T. Crawford presented a lesson
on "Decorative Trim" at a meeting of North Murray Homemakers Club. held at home of Mrs.

Smith.

Angie Gibbs.

Forty years ago

Thirty years ago

The first inspection of Murray
Municipal Housing Commission's two low rent housing projects was held Feb. 20 when federal officials from Housing and
Finance Agency of Public Housing Administration arrived here
to check for specifications,
according to L.D. Miller, executive director of Murray Housing
Commission.
Elmer Marshall, 16, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Eulas Marshall, died
Feb. 20 in an accident on a farm
in Graves County.
S/Sgt. Bobby Gene Steele is
stationed at Tinker Air Force
Base, Midwest City, Okla.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Will Ed Walter and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Edward

Airman First Class Ted Barnett
is now stationed at Headquarters
Technical Training Air Force
Base at Gulfport, Miss.
Mrs. Robert Hahs, Mrs. Rupert
Parks, Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, Mrs.
011ie Adair, Mrs. H.B. Bailey Jr.,
Mrs. Ray Munday, Mrs. W.C.
Ellis, Mrs. Alton Rogers, and
Mrs. Wilbert Outland of Murray
Girl Scout Associaton will attend
a one-day workshop at Paducah
on Feb. 23.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett Cooper,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Mohler and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Ed Raspberry, Feb.
14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Louis Donelson, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William D. Gargus and a

boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Todd, Feb. 15.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: A few months ago
you had a letter in your column
from "Long Islander." who wrote:
"The first thing I look for in my
newspaper is the obituary column.
and when the cause of death is cancer, I always wonder if the deceased
had been a heavy smoker."
Enclosed is an obituary from the
Star-Free Press in Ventura. Calif..
dated Jan. 5, 1993. It says:
"Yolanda Angelari Mitchell. WI,
died New Year's Day at Community
Memorial Hospital from emphysema, after a lifetime of cigarette
smoking."

I wonder if perhaps Yolanda
Mitchell had seen the letter in your
column from "Long Islander" and
requested to he identified in her
obituary as "a heavy smoker."
We will never know, %yin we'.'
RICIIARD N. KELLER.
VEVIVRA. CALIF.

DEAR RICHARD KELLER:
Yes, we will. Yolanda's obituary
stated that she was survived by
a sister, Madaline Newhart of
Ventura, and a son and daughter-in-law, Donnie and Jonie
Mitchell.

I telephoned Madaline and
introduced myself as "Dear
Abby." At first she didn't believe
me(nobody does); then 1 offered
my condolences on the loss of
her sister. She graciously
accepted my condolences and
said that she anti her sister had
been reading my column for
many years in the Ventura StarFree Press.
I then told ht•r that her sister's obituary Was the first I had
seen that mentioned the
deceased had been a "lifetime
smoker."

Daily Comics
BLONDIE

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

50 WHAT 1401JONT IOLI AND
NE PRINC‘FAL.
0\010Q
WING? MTh L\KE Tb
KNOW
A. BOMB?

AM? VIUAT
NAPKNS
TODAY ?

"Yolanda wanted to have
that included in the write-up,"
she said, "and her son, Donnie,
agreed that it was a good idea,
too."
She went on to say: "I'm in
treatment myself for t•mphysema. I was also a heavy cigarette
smoker. I'm five years older
than Yolanda, and when we
were kids, everybody thought it
was smart to smoke. Nobody
realized what a dangerous habit
it could he.
"Yolanda had all sorts of respiratoo. problems, and her doctor ordered her to quit smoking,
but she was too far into the
habit and couldn't quit," Madaline added. "Thank God Donnie
doesn't smoke and neither does
his wife. They've got a couple of
really cute kids they would like
to see grow up."
I asked Matdaline if she had
any objections to my publishing
this in my column. She replied.
"no right ahead, honey ... it
might make kids realize that
smoking can be a killer."
So, thank you, Madaline
Nt•whart. And thank you, Donnie Mitchell.

husliand :Ind I
DEAR ABM':
will be married 50 ycar, this Sept4,mber and our (1111(11.1'11 Want ill

CALVIN and HOBBES
xaL.l..F.T5 JUST
SAI ITS SOKTUING
TIAT t•I‘GFIT.
COME. IN NANDI
TOPPI
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give us a big party.
Here's our problem: I was St 1 2
months pregnant •A hen we were
Married. What do you think we
should do? Should we tell
heen married fer

dIVI1

years'.' Then they %%ill know that
Mon) and Dad didn't practice what
they preached.
nit the first cour1111
ple this has happened to. However,
our first child •A;is loved and wanted
from I he moillICIlt Sill' V., :IS (1/11 (.1.k I'd.

NEEDS 111-1Y

CATHY
THE PHILLIPS
DEAL WAS SUPPOSED TO GO
OUT LAST WEEK!
WHERE'S GRANT 7

GRANT's
OUT
SICK,
MR.
PINKLEI.

MARGO'S OUT SICK.
PHIL'S OUT SICK.
BRIAN'S OUT SICK.
7E0'5 OUT SICK.
BETH'S OUT SICK.

WHAT ABOUT OUR CLIENTS'?
WHAT ARE WE GOING TO 00
ABOUT OUR CLIENTS??

IN INDIANA

DEAR NEEDS HELP: Go
right ahead with your celebration. People who count, don't
count.

LOHI DON'T wEIKMTE THEM it)
THE OFFICE AND HAVE WHAT'S
LEFT Of OUR COMPANY BREATHE
ON THEM

Dr. Gott

"Excuse me,sir, but could your entire family please
step out of the car? ... Your faces are not in order."

By Peter II. Cott. M.D.

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

eur-rfiE.LAST TIME. +
1.0E-E-KS FIGO I-HOW COME.
ya)cowl- WANNA CEY
PIzZATopAy?

P i114-1 DAV ± .EDN'r Fop6E-r
I'S f'ILZft 1"15.)PPORT

ThavouzywiLLTE.r9rvi,FIN'
BRING Yaft MoNE-V To
RCOM1 21'2 .1 - r17
PIZZA DAyll

T-7
fAio

GARFIELD
ARLEEEENE,
BABEEEE!

AND MISS SEEING
HOW LONG 4'00 CAN
HOLD THAT POSE?

HI,
GARFIELD

1 Nautical.
astern
4 Ives ID
6 Food fish
11 Young lady
13 Frolicked
15 Near
16 Encroach;
trespass
18 Cooled lava
19 As far as
21 Athletic
group
22 Bird's home
24 Simple
26 Tears
28 Jamie —
Curtis
29 Muse of
poetry
31 Fasting
period
33 Spielberg ID
34 Theater box
36 Civil injury
38 Phys.

1
li
15
0
if PAVIY I Z2

0

24

PEANUTS
29

40 "Same Time.
— Year"
42 Whiskers
45 Not a Dem.
47 Epic poetry
49 Pintail duck
50 Poems
52 Vast ages
54 "— tu.
Brute"
.55 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
56 Sure
59 Three-toed
sloth
61 Precisionist
in teaching
63 Gain
65 Specks
66 Compass
point
67 Abstract
being

Answer to Previous Puzzle

so

45
50
55
61

V A
N
I
O
TAO
AL
I E
S
1 T

0

0
A

Ii

0
A

0

D
EOS

FA
IN
A N D
E
R
S0
RI
STEWS

2-22 @ 1993 United Feature Syndicate

9 Above
10 Plagues
12 UK Princess
14 AppointDOWN
ments
1 Wine cup
17 Wading bird
2 More obese
20 Spoken
23 "—
24 Myself
25 Short jacket
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
27 Supercilious
person
14
13
12
30 S-shaped
molding
18
i7
16
32 Three. to
Juan
22 23
21
19 20
35 Masters
37 Domesticate
26
27
25
26
38 Sag
39 Buy back
32
41 Sound a horn
33
31
30
43 Keep
44 C-F linkup
37
35
36
34
46 Hebrew
letter
42
41
40
48 Cold weather
spells
19
47
51 Ella's forte
1
ill
ill
53 Father
52
53
57 Opp. of WSW
hill
NI
Bond
ifid 56
iii
nemesis
60 Part of TGIF
lUUUU
62 Fulfill
63
64 Iron symbol
hill
65
3 Agave plant
4 Curved
5 — alia
6 Musical
instrument
7 Singer
Stewart
8 Sign

•

36
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DEAR DR GOTT: Please provide
information on cataract surgerv and
lens extraction Will I be able I() take
medication anti laxatives prior to the
procedure I've heard so many stories
that I would he grateful for some
straight answers
DEAR READER The lens in each
eye is normally transparent. light passes
I hrough it to reach the retina Whiqi the
lens becomes cloudv from age. !mul\.
diseases such as diabetes) or a birth
detect less light is focused on the reti
na and ‘ision lads This is a cataract
The degree of impairment dept•nds
on the density (il the cataract Thus,
symptoms range from fuzzy vision and
poor night vision to almost complete
blindness
An early cataract can be treated with
glasses anti increased illumination. as
for reading However, as the cataract
progresses and vision fails. surgery may
be necessary to preserve sight
During the operation, an ophthalmol
()gist removes the defective natural lens
and replaces it with a permanent synthetic implant. This restores normal
vision The procedure is safe Although
there is a small risk of complications.
such as hemorrhage or infection, the
enormous benefits far outweigh this
risk Nonetheless. this is the reason
each patient who is considering an interocular lens implant must decide with
an ophthalmologist's assistance
whether to have the surgery, and when.
Ordinarily, it's appropriate for a
patient to take his or her usual medicines on the morning of surgery To be
on the safe side, the surgeon should first
approve these drugs.
If your vision has deteriorated
because of a cataract. I recommend that
you work with your eye specialist to
determine if a lens implant is a reasonable option Then follow his instructions
about proper preparation and aftercare.
To obtain more information on,,
cataract repair. you can send a stamped,
s4-addressed envelope to the American
Academy of Ophthalmology. 655 Beach
Street, San Francisco. CA 94109. or
telephone 1415) 561-8500.
993 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
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Obituaries

,

C. LaMaurr Britt

6

C. LaMaurr Britt, 74, Rt. 1,
Farmington, died Sunday at 9:20
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired truck driver, Mr. Britt
was a member of Story's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 24, 1918, at Sedalia, he was the son of the late Clarence 0. Britt and Eva McClain
Britt. Two grandchildren,
Michael Reid Gooch and Bryan
Allen Doughty, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Sue Keel Britt, to whom he
was married on Feb. 10, 1940:
three daughters, Mrs. lannene
Travis and husband, Bill, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Scheme Robertson
and husband, David, Rt. 1, Hollow Rock, Tenn., and Mrs. Boni-

ta Orr and husband, Larry, Rt. 3,
Murray.
Also surviving are 16 grandchildren, Sabrina Mathis and husband. Jeff, Kenny Travis and
wife, Danielle, Billy Ray Travis
Jr., Mitchell, Gena and Anne
Gooch, Buddy Robertson, Russell
and Rebecca Britt, Jason and
Shannon Sullivan, Briu Doughty,
Dustin Hopkins, and Micah,
Jacob and Elijah On; four greatgrandchildren, Joshua, Katrina
and Austin Mathis, and Ashley
Dawn Travis.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Story's Chapel
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Monday).

Ronald David Urton
The funeral for Ronald David
Urton is today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home. John Dale is officiating.
Pallbearers are J.P. Parker,
Larry Hughes, Max Farley, Mike
Morgan, Phillip Burks and Garland Certan. Burial will follow in
InreNt Men,S

Since 185i

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones lad. Avg.--.+9A6
DJIA Previous Close —.3322.111
Air Products...-------42'14 • th

•

+ 3/4
Bell South
Briggs & Strattom.--. 611/4 + Is
Chrysler _--.-.--.-.---- 311 • 1/4
Dean Foods.—.----273/s • 1/1
Exxon.-------.--643/s + 1/s
Fisher Price..-----2531s + 1/4
+ 1/4
Ford Motor
General Electric
+ 1/4
General Motors...-.--- 333/4 vac
GoodrIch.---.------43 • 23/4
Goodyear
+ 1/4
I B
+ 3/s
+/
1
4
Ingersoll Rand
K-Mart----.------231/4 • 1/s
K U Energy —.------ 291/4 vac
Kroger..—.-.-.-----.-163/s • Vs
L G & E --.-.---.---37 • 1/5
McDonald.-.-.--.-.—..49/
1
4+%
74% Ph
J.C. Penney..
Peoples First*----.3211 33A
Quaker Oats.....--......633/s - 11/4
Scberin g•Moues----.-.533/4 vac
Sears
1/4
4; 3/s
Time Warner
+
• 2%
+ 1/s

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker
in this stock

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Urton, 55, of Durant,
Okla., formerly of Murray, died
Friday morning at Texas Medical
Center, Denison, Texas.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Jo Annette Farley Urton;
one daughter, Mrs. Kathleen
Michelle Swindell, Durant, Okla.;
one son, David Urton, Los
Angeles, Calif.; four sisters-inlaw, Mrs. June Hughes and husband, Larry, Camden, Tenn.,
Mrs. Ruby Brandon and husband,
Jesse, Paducah, and Mrs. Laura
Parker and husband, J.P., and
Mrs. Bobbie Burks, Murray; a
brother-in-law, Max Farley and
wife, Jo, Murray; two
grandchildren.

litsr• IL Lyra Vc • lbsiw NYSE Nil WC

Mrs. Sadie Melugin Jones, 77,
died Saturday at 8:10 a.m. at her
home at West Memphis, Ark.
She was a retired real estate
broker.
Born Feb. 10, 1916, in Murray.
she was the daughter of the late
Edgar L. Mclugin and Myrtle
Baugh Melugin.
Survivors include her husband.
Raymond Jones; two sisters, Mrs.
Blanche Jones, Glendale, Ariz.,
and Mrs. Mildred Weeks, Lexington; one brother, Neva Mclugin,
Wikenburg, Ariz.; several nieces
and nephews.
Graveside rites are today at 1
p.m. at Crittenden Memorial
Park, Marion, Ark. RollerCitizens Funeral Home of West
Memphis is in charge of
arrangements.

Hubert D.
(Pete) Cothran
Services for Hubert D. (Pete)
Cothran were Saturday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim
Simmons officiated. Music was
by John Wood, singer, and Tonya
Simmons, pianist.
Pallbearers were Lonnie
McClure, Pearly McClure, Larry
Billington, John Compton, Ewing
Lee and Tal Fannin.
Burial was in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Cothran, 80, Murray, died
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.

Burgess C. Marine
Funeral rites for Burgess C.
Marine were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim
Simmons officiated. Music was
by John Wood, singer, and Oneida White, pianist.
Active pallbearers were John
Wayne Adams, Dan Adams, Phillip Adams, Charles Gibbs, David

Sinclair and J.D. Roberts. The
Sanctuary Sunday School Class
of Memorial Baptist Church
served as an honorary group.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Marine, 85, Murray, died
Thursday at 11 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.

Milburn W. Hill
Final rites for Milburn W. Hill
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. William B.
Miller officiated. Dwane Jones
was organist.
Pallbearers were Danny Jo
Burkeen, Bobby Barrett, Randy
Barrett, Jerry Hill Jr., Jimmy
Hill, Roger Hill and LaWayne

Hill, active; Joe Hill, Dennis
Campbell, Charles Peeler and
Leland Peeler, honorary.
Burial was in Temple Hill
Cemetery.
Mr. Hill, 76, of 13040 Scdanes
St., Warren, Mich., died Thursday at 1 a.m. at Macomb Medical
Center, Warren, Mich.

Fred H. Kinsland
Final rites for Fred H. Kinsland
were Saturday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Dennis
Norvel officiated.
Pallbearers were Tony Beecham, Gene Hosford, Bob Harrison

and Joe Campbell.
Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Kinsland, 65, Rt. 5, Murray, died Thursday at 12:41 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Marvin W. Smith

H!WARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

Mrs. Sadie
Melugin Jones

Marvin W. Smith, 77, Paris
Manor, died today at 6 a.m. at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, Tenn.

Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home will be in charge of funeral
and burial arrangements.

'Business After Hours'
focuses on URA,East
Elementary's Family
Resource Center work
Community members will
have the opportunity to experience the Kentucky Education
Reform Act in a personal way
on Tuesday, Feb. 23, 4:30-6
p.m. at East Elementary
School on Hwy 280(one mile
from Hwy. 94E).
The 'Business After Hours'
event being hosted by the
Family Resource Center will
involve the entire school,
according to Donna Herndon,
coordinator of the Family
Resource Center.
Students and teachers will
be present to acquaint cornmunity visitors with the new
concepts of KERA. such as
preschool and ungraded primary programs, use of portfolios
in evaluation, technology
applications, and the Family
Resource Center.
Learning centers will be set
up to give community members the opportunity to personally experience innovative
teaching methods.
Students at East have been
busy the past week crafting
door prizes for the event.
Younger students are helping
decorate name tags for guests,
and Jr. Beta Club members
will serve as tour guides.
"These students and their
teachers extend a warm welcome to everyone to take
advantage of this opportunity
to become better informed
about KERA," Herndon said.
For more information,
phone the Family Resource
Center at 753-3070 or the
Chamber of Commerce at
753-5171.

MSU hosts
teleconference
The Murray State University
Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach will host a
free teleconference Tuesday, Feb.
23,on the use of multimedia in the
classroom.
The interactive teleconference
titled "Multimedia: How Does it
Really Work in the Classroom?"
will originate from the University of
North Carolina. Designed for secondary and university educators,the
conference is funded by a grant
from IBM. The conference will be
televised from noon to 2 p.m. in the
Barkley Room of the Curris Center.
A light lunch will be provided for
those in attendance.

Fodsral-Stsis Martel Mows Sento Feb. 32, 1943
Saatmky Streams Aram Has Market Smartladed.)
Ivrylag Manor tamleft Act. Mk, I. VS narrows•
Gilts samay Sows mad, Meady
US 1.3 2315-2111
1012.311.1344
143036-42.441
US 1.2 215.235
US 13 135404/ lb..
141.1154334
LS 1.4 Me-27111
541.10-42.05
Soon
US 1.2 7/5-360
1.33.14-11.100
11.33.40.34.441
La 1-3 315411* Ma.
1.14.44-35.1111
US 1.3 4411.424 lb*
13 1.3 435 sad up
S36.111-343a
2.3 Y11*-91141 lb..
1311.1111-33.15
Ow, manly 133.111136.1111

Local Republicans attend meeting
Several local Republicans attended the annual First District
Republican Meeting, held this year
in Hopkinsville. Representing Calloway County were Homer and
Vanneua Bullard, Max and Matilde
Canady, Burt and Anita Folsom,
Bill Fandrich, Coley Bradley, and

William Holden. Also attending
was the current president of the
Murray High School Young Republicans, Miss 'Caren' Holden.
If you would like more information concerning local Republican
activities, contact Homer Bullard at
759-1837.

Antique tractor
pull set Feb. 27

A.1 GUTTERS

Antique tractor pullers will bring
their show indoors Feb. 27 for an
annual presentation held at Murray
State University's West Kentucky
Exposition Center.

Quality Work at a fair price.
—Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

Sponsored by the West Kentucky
Antique Pullers Association, the
all-day show begins at 11 a.m. and
will feature around 200 quality
examples of antique machinery.
Joe B. Wilson,coordinator of the
pull,says that this is a popular show
because it gives the pullers a chance
to compete at an indoor facility
during the off-season.

—Vinyl Siding
—Replacement Windows
*Lifetime Guarantee*
FREE ESTIMATES

Admission is $2.00. For additional information Contact Wilson at
(502)856-3133,or the Expo Center
at (502) 762-3125.

CALL
753-7020

•
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Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

Angei Adams - Pharmacist

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weakly Specials *

247-8537

Make ONE Stop Do It All
Fast Friendly Service • 76 Gasoline • Ky Lottery • Cigarettes(Lowest
Legal Carton Price, Specials, Coupons & FREE Gifts)• Groceries •
Snacks • Coffee • Sandwiches • Drinks • Ice Cream • Food Stamps
Accepted • Most Major Credit Cards Accepted.

OPEN 7 DAYS • 24 HOURS
811 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

Mortgage Rates
at 20 Year Low!
Call us to
refinance or
purchase
your home

'Does your family know what
funeral arrangements you want?"
Chairman's Award Winner
Six Consecutive Years
1986-198749884989-1990-1991

Ron Wright would like to invite all his
friends and customers to come by and talk
to him about a new or used vehicle. Ron is
part of the award winning sales team at
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury in Murray,
Ky.and is ready to make you a great deal.

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York
There is an easy way to make sure you have the exact
arrangements you want without putting a burden on your
family.
Choose the arrangements you want yourself, through the
Family Considerations program.And you can rre-pay them over
time so your family won't inherit the bill.
Come see us anytime. With Family Considerations, your
family will never have to worry about your funeral arrangements.

(502)753-5273

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

Blalock-Cole
man
Funeral Home,
Inc.

Pnifessional, Personal Dedicated Service • Mcielem Facilities
713 South Fourth St.
753-6800

rat,

Amway Conaldaestiona Mani spy undarsnitIon by United Fern'',
instaranse Company.

r.

701 Main St.

Murray, Ky.

Fixed or adjustable rates; short or long terms for
new home purchases or refinancing; local servicing
available; no waiting for appointments.

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
12th & Main
Murray, Kentucky
759-1630
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